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Benton hosts the I 59th Annual Tater
Day today, Saturday and Sunday.
The parade will proceed down Main
Street Monday.

page thirteen
The Murray State football team
kicked off its spring practice
period this week.
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The
of
Rapper's performance
wows crowd, sets RSEC
attendance record
BY KYSER LOUGH
STAFF WRITER

He showed up.
Twenty minutes before taking the stage,
Nelly rolled up to the Regional Special Events
Center in his limo.
"There were a lot of rumors going around that he
hadn' t shown up for his last five concerts and that he didn' t show up for his sound check,'' SGA Vice Pres ident
Billy Hansen said. "Those were all talk."
Hansen said Nelly was not required to have a sound
check for Monday night's concert. so he did not have to
show up any earlier than he did.
" He usually doesn' t show up until20 minutes before he
takes the stage; that's normal." Hansen said.
The concert began with Electric 96.9 welcoming everyone to the concert and tossing T-shirts to the crowd. Then
it was time for the music to begin.
Before Nelly and the ~"'t. Lunatics took the stage, three
opening bands had their shot at the mike. The first band,
CORE PROjECT, was the only group previously revealed
as an opening act.
CORE PROjECT played a seven-song, 30-minme set
con~isting of material off its album "United" and an unreleased song.
After CORE PROjECT, the group Three Strikes

stepped up to bat. Three Strikes conshted of
three rappers who rapped hip-hop to recorded beat~. They
stayed on stage for 15 minutes. then turned it over to the
final opening act.
"Some people were accusing Three Strikes as a stall
because Nelly wasn' t there. but they were a part of the
concert," Hansen said.
Abyss, a hip-hop group led by vocalist Synista, continuously threw stuff to the crowd during its performance. Materials the group tossed included promotio nal C Os, poste r~ and its nationally released
CD ~i ngle.
Once Abyss finished. Electric 96.9 returned
with more T-shirts and foam can huggers.
The stage was then taken over by DJ
Cut of the St. Lunatics. From behind his
turntables, DJ Cut said his hellos to

see NELLY /16

SGA seeks more students at polls
BY MARCI OwEN
NEWS EDITOR

With a decreased number of candidates in this year's Student Government Association election, representatives are finding solutions to
increase participation.
SGA adviser Jeanie Morgan said
Spring Break has recently posed a
prc>blern with the election. which
has always been held the first full
week o f April.
''Two years ago, Spring Break
was moved back a week," Morgan
said. "We didn't adjust our elections with this. and it' s caused a
major problem with students getting the word about the elections
and getting their mind from Spring
Break.''
Morgan said she received phone
calls from several students who had
wanted to apply for the election but

missed the deadline, and this has
led SGA members to rethink the
election schedule in upcoming
years.
"It's our fault for not adjusting
two years ago." Morgan !'aid. "We
didn' t know for sure that Spring
Break wa.o; going to stay on that
schedule. but it looks like like it's·
going to be the third week of March
from here on out. Nex.t year, the
SGA elections will be the second
full week of April."
SGA Elections Ways and Means
Committee chair Daniel Ballard,
senior from Owensboro, said open
positions still available for college
senators will be filled differently
this year.
"We' re going to nil those next
fall," Ballard said. "We (SGA
members) usually appoint them.
Instead. next year. we're going to
have, hopefully, the on-line voting,

and we (students) will elect them.''
Ballard said SGA members are
excited about the intrOduction of
on-line voting, which is planned to
begin in the Fall for freshman sena·
tor elections and the remaining cotlege senator positions.
'·We're trying to get with the
trend and kind of get started,'' B;tllard said. "We think it' s going to
increase voting numbers because
you can just do it from anywhere."
Ballard said proper safeguards
will be made to ensure there are no
problems with the system and no
one can break in.
"It will be safe, and it will be beneficial to students." Ballard said.
Ballard said a presidential debate
is scheduled for II :30 a .m.
Wednesday between the Industry
and Technology Building and the
Curris Center. It will be moved to
the Curri~ Center Dance Lounge in

the event of rain.
Ballard said the SGA has no
events scheduled for candidates of
other positions. but they arc~ free to
campaign on campus with few
restrictions.
"(Restrictions include) s imple
things like one poster per bulletin
board. no megaphones, no campaigning in the Curris Center," Ballard said. "It's just your basic
rules."
Elections are April 9 from 2 to 7
p.m. and April tO from 8:30a.m. to
4:30p.m. on the Curris Center third
floor. Results will be announced
that night.
"They (voters) need to bring their
studentiD with them," Ballard said.
" Since All-Campus Sing has been
moved, we' re going to have an
election announcement at 6 p.m.
either in the s mall ballroom or outs ide the Curris Cenrer."

President
(vote for one)

(vote for one)

Vice-President

Secretary

Treasurer

Senator at Large

(vote for one)

(vote

(vote for eighl)

1. Ryan "Mo" Morreau

I. Jon Wright

l. Jessica Reed
2. Jennifer Payne

2. Brandon Powell

for one)

I. Emily Wells
2. Laura Hurt
3. Nick Rexing
4. John Coomes

5. Landy Syler
6. Bryan Meurer
7. Jenny Moss
8. Dawn Johnson

Great Beginnings
program adds
required reading
BY TIM SINIARD
STAFf WRITER

"All Over but the Shoutin' ,"
Rick
Bragg's
critically
acclaimed
biographical
account of his rise from an
impoverished childhood in the
rural South to a Pulitzer Prize
winning journalist for "The
New York Times," has been
chosen by the faculty committee for inclusion in Murray
State's Great Beginnings Program.
Sandra Jordan, College of
Humanities and Fine Arts
dean. said requiring incoming
freshmen to read a selected
work will provide an experience that all new students can
share.
"The committee selected the
book because many of our students come from the same
background as the author," Jordan said. ·•we felt that there
was something in the book for
everyone."
"Rick Bragg was a first-generation college student from a
single-parent home, and we felt
that many of our new students
at Murray State would be able
to identify with that," Jordan
said. "The book addresses
racial themes and other issues
present in Southern culture."
Jordan said the book is ideal
for first-generation college students who lack role models
because it contains situations
and issues that they may share.
The program has been successful at many other colleges

and was suggested to the committee by Don Robertson, vice
presidenl of Student Affairs.
"We wanted to choose a
book that would give the students a common reading experience to which they could all
relate." Robertson said.
Robertson said the addition
of the book to the Great Beginnings program would assist
new students in their transition
because it illustrates the struggles that many students
encounter during their college
years.
Incoming freshmen will be
asked to read the book before
attending their first orientation
in August, and Jordan said it is
hoped that the life of Rick
Bragg will "raise expectations
of incoming freshmen" in
regard to the college academic
experience. Jordan also said
students who complete tbe
book prior to the orientation
will be able to prove they are
"self driven.''
"Even if they have not read
the book by orientation, students still will be able to see its
importance to their first year as
college students," Jordan said.
During orientation, freshmen
will be asked about the issues
the book presented and how it
related to their life experiences. In addition, students
will have the opportunity to
hear Bragg speak at the August
orientation session.
"All Over but the Shoutin'"
is printed by Vintage Books in
New York.
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Corrections
It was reported in "The Murray
State News" March 14 edition that
Michael Gaston, sophomore from
Central City, received a felony charge
of wanton endangerment and was to
appear in Calloway County Circwt
Court Aprill.
Gaston received a class B misdemeanor charge of wanton endanger·
ment and will appear in Calloway
County District Court Aprill.

College Democrats to host
reception for candidates
The Calloway County Democratic
Executive Committee and the Murray State College Democrats will
hold a reception for the county's
Democratic candidates at 7 p .m.
Tuesday in the Calloway County
Public Library.
Anyone is welcome to attend.

Volunteer Center looking
for yard work assistance
The Campus Connection volunteer
center, a division of American
Humanics, needs volunteers to do
light yard work for senior citizens this
spring.
for more information, phone
Amanda Futrell at 762-6117 or 762:

3808.

Walt Disney will recruit
students for colege program
The Walt Disney Company is
recrWting students for the College Program and Advanced Interns.
Interested students are invited to
attend a luncheon with recntiters from

tl1e

11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m Wednesday in
the Curtis Center Theater. The
recrWters will give a brief presentation
and answer questions.
The recruiters will give a formal presentation at 5 p.m Wednesday in the
Freed Curd Auditorium and conduct
interviews Thursday in the Career Services office.

Financial aid application
deadline Is approaching
Monday is the priority filing
deadline for 2002-03 financial aid
applications. Applications should
be turned into the financial aid
office.
Financial aid applications can be
obtained at the finandal aid office
or on its Web site, www.murraystate.edu/secsy /financial/ inde
x.htm.

..

The 15th Rhetoric and Composition
Colloquium, "Reading and Writing
Connections," will be held at 8 a.m
AprilS in the Curris Center.
The conference will include keynote
speaker Bonnie Sunstein, along with
several other guest speakers.
Those who plan to attend may register on-site or pre-register to reserve a
luncheon seat by contacting Gina
Claywell at 762-2401.

VITA Program to provide
free income tax assistance '
The Murray State VITA program is
offering free income-tax assistance
from 12 to 4 p.m. today, April 5 and
April 12 in Business Building room
353.
For more information, phone 7624193.

The Land Between the Lakes is hosting a nature photography workshop
from 10 a.m to 2 p.m. April 6 at the
LBL Woodlands Nature Station.
Workshop events will include presentations on technique and composition, critiques and an in-field shooting
session.
The workshop fee is $20 and the
program will be limited to 20 participants. Participants should bring a
camera (35mm SLR is preferred}, film,
lunch and weather-appropriate
clothes.
For more information or to register,
phone 924-2020 weekdays from 8 a.m.
to4p.m.

Training sessions available
for Four Rivers volunteers
The Four Rivers Watershed
Watch is currently recruiting volunteers to sample streams and
help identify impaired waterways
th roughout the region.
Training sessions for new volunteers will be held April 6 in Murray and April 20 in Hopkinsville.
For more information, contact
Jason Albritton at 759-0982, or visit
the Four Rivers Web site at
http:/ /water.nr.state.ky.us/watch
/4.htm

Campus Briefly is compiled by Taylor
Marie Ewing, Assistant News Editor.
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Thursday, March 21
2:05 p.m. A subject was issued a verbal
warning fo r speeding on 16th and Main
streets.
2:20 p.m . A student requested access to Hester College to retrieve personal items from
her room. The residence director was notified.
9:51 p.m. A caller requested access to Black·
bu rn Science Building to check on flies she
was hatching for a project.

Friday, March 22
1:47 p .m. Fire trouble was reported in Pogue
Library. Campus police was notified.
3:11 p .m . A caller reported a hot water leak
in the Special Education Building. Campus
police was notified.

Saturday, March 23
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Clark College. Campus police was notified.
10:40 p.m . A caller reported trouble with a
University van. The Motorpool could not be
reached .

Sunday, March 24
9:10 a.m . An officer reported a vehicle
parked on campus. The owner advised it
will be moved in two weeks.
7:15p.m. A residence director at Hester College reported road signs were found in a resident's room.
9:04 p.m . A verbal warning was issued on
Gilbert Graves Road.

Monday, March 25
3:28 p.m. A student at Elizabeth College
reported checks were stolen from her room.

A report was taken and the incident is under
investigation.
5:35 p.m. The residence director at Hart College advised the elevator was making scrap·
ing noises. Campus police was notified.
6:56 p .m . A caller reported the men's
restroom in Waterfield Library was flooded .
Campus police was notified.
10:20 p.m . An officer requested EMS for an
intoxicated subject w ho was no t moving.
The EMS left because the subject was conscious.

Tuesday, March 26
12:20 a.m. Two peop le passed out during a
concert at the Regional Special Events Center.
2:44 a.m. Two students were w restling in the
parking lot. The subjects were sent to their
rooms.
5:28 p .m. A student advised she was receiving harassing phone calls from subjects who
claimed to be from AT&T.

Wednesday, March 27
9:25 a.m. A caller advised two big dogs were
running around the Quad.
5:37 p.m . The residence director at Clark College reported there was no hot water in the
building. Campus Police was notified.
8:22 p.m . A student reported a stolen bike at
White College. A report was taken and the incident is under investigation.

Motorist Assists-6

Police Escorts-3

Police Beat is compiled by Taylor Marie Ewing,
Assistat1t News Editor. All dispatched calls are not
listed.
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to the production of a newspaper.
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EPA critical of possible routes
for proposed Ohio River bridge

Man loses consciousness
during game show taping

LOUISVU..LE (AP) - Three of the six proposed
routes for a new Ohio River bridge would significantly bann wetlands, endanger animal:>, creeks and
neighborhoods, !he U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency said.
The EPA's assessment, laid out in a letter to the
Federal Highway Administration, makes the three
routes unlikely choices when Kentucky and Indiana
lranSponation leaders choose if and where to build
new bridges connecting Louisville and soulhem Indiana.

Kentucky State Police charge
police officer with robbery
LOUISVU..LE (AP) - A Louisville police officer
was a.rrested and charged wilh first-degree robbery
Tuesday after he allegedly stole $100 from an undercover Kentucky State Police officer.
Paul Anthony Manning. 3Z. of Louisville. was
arrested about6:30 p.m. EST, an arrest report said.
The department set up a sting after receiving seven
complaints since last November about Manning
allegedly stealing property from prisoners, Louisville
police Chief Greg Smith said.
Manning arrested a man, who was actually a state
police officer, and charged him with public intoxication. the report said.
The state officer was carrying $400 in marked bills,
and Manning took $100 and kept il, !he report said.
Manning has been suspended with pay, pending an
internal affairs investigation, Smith said.

Senate budget plan eliminates
state's public election financing
FRANKFORT (AP) - Kentucky's partial public
fmancing system for gubernatorial campaigns would
be eliminated under !he Senate version of a budget
passed Tuesday.
House Speaker Jody Richards called it a "deal
killer."
Senate Republicans said they used the $9 million
savings from public financing to partly fund a raise
for school workers olher than teachers. who would
get a salary increase under the House version of the
budget
The political spin on the move was evident even
before the Appropriations and Revenue Committee
vote Tuesday. Senate GOP staffers provided a
release that said the budget plan wac; to "pay teachers, not politic1ans."

3
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LOS ANGELES (AP) - A game
show contestant lost consciousness
while submerged in water Wednesday
and was taken to a hospital, authorities
said.
The 26-year-old man, appearing on
a show in development called "Dog
Eat Dog.'' was alert and conscious
when paramedics arrived but was
taken to Good Samaritan Hospital as a
precaution,
Fire
Department
spokesman Brian Humphrey said.
The man was under water for an
unknown period of time and was able
to get free by pulling a safety cord at
Los Angeles Center Studios. paramedic Ray Crawford said.
KTLA-TV said the British Broadcasting Corporation show will air this
summer in !he United States. The BBC
Web site said the show IS in development with NBC.

Sprint, Nortel corporations
fonn marketing alliance
KANSAS CITY. Kansas (AP) Sprint Corp. and Norte! Networks
Corp. said Wednesday that tlley agreed
to jointly develop and market !heir
product~.

Telecommunications carrier Sprint.
Kansas City, Kansa.~. and equipment
maker Nortel, of Brompton. Ontario,
said the alliance will initially offer
voice and data services in Sprint's
local service territories. The telecommunications compan1es also plan to
offer frame relay. optical. data and
next-generation tdephony systems.
In addition. Sprint's North Supply
unit will d1stribute selected Norte!
products to Sprint affiliates and customers in North America.

Domtar to close machines
in Ontario, Wisconsin
MONTREAL (AP) - Domtar Inc.
announced Wednesday it is closmg
three paper machines - two in Ontario
and one in Wisconsm - in a move tllat

will put up to 335 people out of work.
The Montreal forestry company said
the closing of two paper machines in
St. Catharines, near the Ontario border
with New York. and the No. l machine
in NekOINl, Wisconsin, would reduce
paper manufacturing capacity by
80.000 tons.
The two machines in St. Catharines
that employ 210 people will close for
good at tlle end of September. according 10 a Domtar statement. No date was
provided for the shutdown of the
machine in Nek~ where 125 people
work.

Iowa man pleads guilty
to abusing two children
CLINTON. Iowa (AP) - A fonner
DeWitt man ha.-; pleaded guilty LO three
count~ of felony sexual abuse.
Bryan Hooten, 39, who had been living in the state of Nevada, entered the
plea Monday in Clinton County District Court.
He admitted to sexually abusing two
girls. then ages 9 and 10. He pleaded
guilty to two count'! third-degree sex
abuse and one count lascivious acts
with a child.
As parl of Lhe plea agreement,
Hooten's lbree prison sentences will
run consecutively, for a total of up to
25 years in prison. Sentencing is set for
April25.

Woman attacked by bull
in critical condition
PORTLAND. Ore. (AP)- A Henniston woman who was auacked and
crushed by a bull March 12 is in critical
condition at Legacy Emmanuel Hospital.
Shirley Wigglesworth. 66. was
attacked by !he hornless bull while
closing the gate to tlle hull's pen.
Wigglesworlb suffered eight broken
ribs, internal bleeding, a hole in her
diaphragm, a broken wrist. broken fingers, bruises to her lungs and right
shoulder and bruises to her right bicep:..
She was airlifted to the Portland
hospital.

Explosion at Israel hotel
kills 15, wounds 100
NETANYA. Israel (AP) - A
suicide bomber blew himself up
Wednesday in a hotel dining
room in Lhis Israeli resort as
guests gathered for a Passover
Seder, the ritual meal ushering in
the Jewish holiday. Police sa.id
15 people were killed and more
than I 00 wounded in one of the
deadliest attacks in 18 months of
fighting.
An Arab satellite TV station
received a claim of responsibility
from the Islamic militant group
Hamas. The bombing threatened
to derail the latest U.S. truce mission, which survived two suicide
attacks la~l week. Only hours
earlier, U.S. President George
W. Bush said his envoy to the
region had made progress in
truce talks.
An adviser to Prime Minister
Ariel Sharon said that while
Israel was seeking a truce. it
would have to reassess its policy
in liahl of the attack.

Quake relief operation
receives head start
KABUL. Afghanistan (AP) When a powerful earthquake
flattened a broad swathe of
northern Afghanistan four years
ago, killing as many as 5,000
people. it took aid workers more
than a week to reach desperate
villagers.
This time, relief poured into
Afghanistan •s latest disa.o;ter
zone within hours- a result of the
massive military and humanitarian operation already in place
after the ouster of the Tali ban last
year.
By Wednesday evening - 48
hours after the first temblor
struck - 15.000 tents. 100,000
blankets and an estimated 550
tons of food arrived in hard-hit
Nahrin district, where hundreds

of people were killed by Monday's quake.
The 4,500-sLrong international
peacekeeping force in Kabul
offered its services, including
transport aircraft.
Truck convoys loaded with
mattresses, blankets, sweaters
and cooking utensils trekked
down the road from Mazar-eSharif, where supplies had
already been warehoused by
dozens of nonprofit groups now
working in the country.

Abdullah proposed Wednesday
that the Arab world offer Israel
"nonnal relations" and security
in exchange for full withdrawal
from Arab lands held since
1967 and the right of return for
Palestinian refugees.
Israel. however. was cool to
the overture, saying the offer of
"normal relations" was too
vague and rejecting Palestinian
refugees' right of return.

NANTERRE. France (AP) • A
heavily anned man who often
spoke to his mother about killing
himself and others gunned down
eight officials at a city council
meeting early Wednesday and
wounded 19 others. ending the
carnage with pleas to end his
own life.
"Kill me. kill me," said 33year-old Richard Dum after
methodically aiming and firing
two semiautomatic Glock pistols
at the close of six hours of budget
talks.
By evening, hundreds of people had gathered at city hall. laying g flowers in the lobby where
pictures of the dead council
members were placed. Bloodstains still marked the floor. The
flag above city hall was flying at
half staff.
Four women and four men communists, rightists and an
ecologist - died in the l: 15 a.m.
shootings. Up to six victims
remained jn serious condition,
officials said.

Rights has rejected former
Yugoslav leader Slobodan Milosevic•s request to order his release
and throw out the case again:;t him
at the U.N. war crimes tribunal.
The court on Wednesday
declared Milosevic's request
inadmissable because it said he
had not exhausted all possible
appeals in the Netherlands, where
the tribunal is located and where
he has been held since his transfer
from Yugoslavia on June 28.
Milosevic, who is facing war
crimes and genocide charges,
argued in the complaint that his
arrest and detention and the proceedings against him violated the
European Convention on Human
Rights.
A Dutch court ruled Aug. 31
tllat the Netherlands had no jurisdiction to decide whether to set
him free. The court said the war
crimes tribunal was "an independent and impartial court." and
cited rulings on the tribunal's
legitimacy by the European Court
of Human Rights in 2000.
The Dutch court said it was up
to the tribunal to decide whether
the former president's arguments
were justified.

Human rights court
release request
Man ldls eight ofliclals, rejects
STRASBOURG, France (AP)
wounds 191n shooting The European Court of Human

Saudi leader extends
security offer to Israel
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - At
a rumultuous summit opening
marked by angry words and
walkouts, Saudi Crown Prince

World Briefly is compiled by
Marci Owen, news editor.

Premier Mini Storage
All sizes available now!
Located behind
Goody's in the
Sh oppes of
Murray shopping
center.

Indoor Climate Control
Students, why drag your stuff
ho111e and back again?
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Rates from $12 monthly
Controlled access
Video surveillance
Security alarmed
Pest control
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753-9600

Mark your calendars -All majors and all college leveb invited
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and m eet students from around the world

• U-Haul rentals
• No security deposit
• All units air-conditioned and heated
• Month-to-month leasing
• On-Site Manager
• Boxes for sale

Check ouc a Walt Distley ~ College Program paid internship.
Housing is off'ered. College credit opportunities may be available.
Visit our website at wdwcollegeprogram.com and
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SGA election lacks candidates
OurY1ew
ISSUE:
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HAVE COMPETITION THIS YEAR

POSITION:
STUDENTS STILL

Should gay couples be
allowed to adopt
children?

MUST GO OUT
AND VOTE
DESPITE THE FACT
CANDIDATES
RUNNING FOR
SEVERAL LOWER

"Yes, as long
as the child is
taken care
of."

POSITIONS WILL
AUTOMATICALLY
TAKE OFFICE.

BREE SCHOLL

seniOf, t.ou/$vllle

"Yes, because
it seems like
heterosexual
couples mess
up a lot."

In My
Opinion

B ftELAN H UftST
freshman. JacJrson, Tenn.
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World Trade Center charges visitors

N ATALIE KftUI'ANSKY
senior, Psducah

"Yes, because
it doesn't
matter what
the gender is
of the
parent."

Usually. the biggest problem with Student Government Association elections is
the lack of students who show up to vote.
However, this year, apathetic student voters may be using the excuse that there is
nobody to vote for. Only the offices of
president, vice president and treasurer have
any competition: all the candidates for the
other offices are running unopposed.
Many students were unaware that candidates· applications were due Tuesday at
noon after Spring Break. As a result. the
only candidate for secretary will get the
job. and all the students running for senator-at-large and college representative posi. tions will take office, regardless of the election.
f
Although this year's deadline for candidates was unclear, students must strive in
the future to run for these offices so the
annual SGA event is truly an ''election."
Furthermore, students should be inteJested in representing their academic colleges
or peers. Students often complain about
how nothing gets done at this University,
and those are exactly the individuals who
should be running for office.
Students do need to remember, however,
that they should still go and vote. despite
the lack of competition for some of the
offices. The offices for president, vice president and treasurer still need votes.
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ERIN
RICHARDS

"Yes, because
they can love
a child the
same as a
heterosexual
couple."

I love New York. Well, not really, but it's a reflect the same mindset.
catchy cliche for my intro, so here we go.
The city that has received so much aid and supWhile the sensible Spring Breakers went some- port from outsiders only allows those outsiders to
where warm for the week, my brother and I head- view the rubble if they have first bought a ticket.
ed north to the Big Apple for an extended week· That expense was definitely not listed in my
end of exploration in one of America's most fas- tourist guide.
The block around where the twin towers used to
cinating cities.
Between subway hopping. sightseeing and stand has been blockaded by construction trailers,
shopping, we managed to make it i:Jown to where .. anCI the gaps between have been covered with
the World Trade Center used to stand.
black plastic.
The only way to see the workers and the
We were not alone among the hordes of people
at the site who had come to stare and take in the progress is to pay to wait in line and shuffle
enonnity of the devcstation. Whether it was through the newly constructed observation deck
curiosity or an interest in viewing firsthand the above the site.
effects of human maliciousness. all the tourists
Flowers. sweatshirts, notes. banners. hats. chil·
shuffled along in a constantly moving line around dren's toys, miniature fire trucks and gifts of all
the block. a line I thought would end at Ground kinds decorate the remembrance wall surrounding
Zero.
the area.
Instead. the line ended at a ticket booth. Like
People from all over the country sent tokens of
the other visitors, I too wanted to see the wreck- inspiration, love and charity to New York City,
age. but not bad enough to buy a ticket for it.
and it was difficult to see those priceless, yet mon·
Viewing the site of human devastation should etarily insignificant giflc;, bumping up against a
not be restricted to only those who have bought sign that rend " PURCHASE TICKET HERE."
tickets. New York City has supposedly opened its
As much as the Sept. I I disaster resulted in a
am1s to visitors worldwide. but turning the World renewed celebration of American ideals such as
Trade Center site into a peep show does not freedom, unity, endurance and charity. turning the

site into a money-making attraction leaves the
country's emphasis on commercialism and mate·
rialism conveniently unmentioned.
J was too disgusted by the situation to inquire
'about the tickets' cost, but the simple fact remains
that if a donation bucket was placed at the end of
the observation deck. DlOSl IOUrists would have
dropped the same amount in anyway.
I don't care how much the ticket would have
cost: I just would have rather donated something
and placed it in the bucket myself rather than been
forced to pass my $5, $10 or $20 through a
money-grubbing. ticket-vendor's hands.
I'm sure the money is still going to a good
cause, but it needs to get there through a different
avenue. New York City must remember its
tourists are visiting the area now more than ever
to support the economy and experience the aftershock of a national attack.
Visitors to the site feel an underlying current of
human endurance and spiri. A ticket booth is not
appropriate for the atmosphere.

Erin RiC'hard.1 is the opinion editor for "The Murray State News. "
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I read the March 14 commentary, "Exclusive beliefs unjustly condemn different
faiths," about Taylor Ewing's views on religion. I did not agree with everything she
said in the article. but there was one point in
particular to which r would like to offer
some insight.
Specifically, Ewing said, " If Christianity
is the one true religion, then heaven is filled
with Western Europeans, Americans and
few others." Ewing. thankfully this is not
true.
In fact, the one person that makes Christianity what it is (the person of Je:.us Christ,
the God-man) was born a Jew. His early fol·
lower!'> and the early "Christians'' (as they
were so named in the lirst century) were
Hebrews. or physical descendants from
Abraham.
Chri:.tians believe that Abraham is the
·•father of faith" because he '"believed God
and it was credited to him as righteousness."
Through Abraham all who believe are
blessed, and yet, Abraham was originally
from Ur. a city that was located in what is
now the Saudi Arabian and Iraqi region.
Also consider the apoMie Paul. He was a
devoted follower of Jesu~ Christ who was
led by God to write the majority of the New
Testament. Paul was originally from Tarsus
in modern·day Turkey. The "magi." or
wise men, were from the East. Scholar:;
believe they were from ancient Persia,
which again. is now known ao; the ··Middle
East.''
One of the apostles. Luke, was Greek. and
so wao; Timothy. an early church pastor.
Then: are many more examples of people
mentiOned in the Bible and in history that
believed in God and in his plun or salvation
who were from different culture~ and geographic regions.
In addition. the Christian church today is

thriving the most in China. There are more
people coming to believe in Jesus Christ in
China (despite persecution) and also in
Africa, while Americans und Europeans are
experiencing a decline in many of their
churches.
Ewing may not know who is sending the
most Christian missionaries into the world
today. It's not America, but South Korea,
where the largest Christian church in the
world is located. There nre countless testimonies of people in every part of the world
(India, Japan, Brazil, Russia. etc.) who follow Jesus Christ today.
The Bible clearly says that God's plan is
for all nations to worship him. The truth is
that God is at work in the world redeeming
people to himself.
I have had the awesome privilege to worship God with brothers and sisters in Christ
from all over the world, and I can say that
though we differ in skin color. language and
culture. we are one in Christ.
I can promise Ewing that heaven is not
going to be filled with only Western Europeans and American~ . God does not even
see us that way. In fact. I am now learning
to view myself as God does - a Christian.
who just happens to live in America.
Christianity is not exclusive geographically or culturally. God's great gift of salvation is for all who believe in the way that he
has so graciously provided. Yes, it is exclusive in the belief of how a person can have
a right relationship with God. But. as some
people may think. it was not prejudiced
Christian people who determined it to be
this way.
I hope now Ewing can sec that although
there is no other name besides the name of
Jesus by which we must be saved. everyone
who believe~ in him shall not perish but
have everlasting life. And it' s all to the
praise of his glory!

Angie Wyatt
Murray

Author of religious commentary
presents unconvincing argument
To the Editor;
In the March 14 i"sue of ''The Murray
State News," the commentary "Moral
C hristians will not enter heaven" caught
my attention, largely because of its ..:onfrontational title.
I felt compelled to point out the gross
oversights made within the article, lest
any mistakenly believe that such an
assertion is made truer for having been
printed.
As for the writer. Adam Mathis, l can
only assume he overlooked the dubious
assumptions upon which his arguments
are based and the -;elf-contradiction that
undercuts his position, as he !.eem~ to
have a fairly logical tum of mind.
In his presentation of the issue, he first
assumes that religions can be correct and
that at least one is. Even though he later
reveals his own personal biases toward
exclusivity, it bears very little on the
argument - which has less to do with the
rightness of Christianity. which the title
would suggest, and more with the inde·
fensibility of pluralism and non-religios·
ity.
By pre~enting four of the five major
world religions as exclusive, Mathi~
hopes to show the futility and/or illogicality of pluralism. Unfortunate!). he
assumes strict uniformity within those
religions. hearkens solely to the conservative e lement within them. and thereby
discounts the validity of liberalism.
Clearly. this kind of -.weeping generaliLation is fallaciou~ and open to numerous criticisms.
Next. the writer makes an argument
that 1s based entirely upon his admitted
biases. He reprc~ents the use ol' a ··societal standard of good" rather than a "true
example of good" as a "problem."
This statement does two things: First, il

brings up the question of where authority
to determine right and wrong resides,
then it answers with the assumed "true"
authority without further substantial justification .
Mathis devalues a "societal concept of
good," calling it "much less demanding,"
again. with no evidence, and then presents his own version of Christianity
(personal belief). the Bible (accepted as a
maner of personal belief and interpreted
on an individual level) and God (don't
even get me started), as authorities upon
which readers should base their moral
concept of good. 1 am unconvinced.
Ironically, at the end of his commentary. Mathis makes several statements
about his own tolerance of other belief
systems, while :.ti ll not accepting them or
believing them to be correct.
While such n view might not fall within his narrow and malformed definition
of religious pluralism. it is a pluralistic
stance. if only fo r irs placement of
authority in determining a course of
action with the individual.
Translation: Mathis will respect your
right to be wrong as long as you do the
same for him.
What can I say? The world can always
w .. e another pluralist.
Ches Clarl
senior
Owensboro

Write to us
'"The Murray State News" welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters
il>hould be 300 words or fewer and must be
signed. Contributors should include
addresses and phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown. classification. title or relationship to the Universiry.
'The Murray State News'' reserves the right
to edit for style, length and contenL
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Budget woes promote cooperation
In My

Opinion

NIKKI

KEY

The recent state budget cuts certainly didn't
cause outbreaks of cheering from departments
or students across campus.
The tight budget constraints of lhe recent
Kentucky state budget forced cuts in higher education. a situation Gov. Paul Patton has rallied
against during previous budget cuts.
While this is not something to be happy about,
we are lucky at Murray State to have individuals
working for us to make the best of this situation.
Our administration had lhe insight to de~ign
this year's University budget in anticipation of
these cuts. Had no pnor thought been given to
this issue, every department's budget . would
have experienced drastic cuts halfway lhrough
the school year.
This would have been an enormous problem
for departments across campus - to completely
restructure their budgets halfway through the
school year.
We are also very lucky to have the support of
the faculty and staff. It's very important that all
students, faculty and staff continue to be understanding of the budget situation at this time
Before Spring Break. the Student Government
Association passed a resolution commending
the facuhy of Murray State on the excellent job
they do. We realize that this University would-

n't be where it is today without the faculty's
!>Upport and tireless giving to the University.
Several of our top rankings in the recent
Council on Postsecondary Education alumnisatisfaction survey stemmed from the hard work
and dedication of our faculty.
Murray State recently held a reception in
Frankfort for the state legislature. It is very
important that the members of the Kentucky
General Assembly are constantly reminded of
our presence in western Kentucky.
Being four hours away from Frankfon can
sometimes cause us to be overlooked. However,
the reception certainly was a success. It gave
University oFficials, faculty, staff and students
the opportunity to make lheir concerns heard
and talk to state legislators about the upcoming
projects and monetary support they want to
receive from the state.
Among the topics discussed were funding for
the remainder of the new science complex and
money for future development phases of the
Wellness Center. Murray State is very lucky to
have local state senators and representatives
working for it in Frankfort
Our western Kentucky delegation of state legislators has a great presence in Frankfort, and
this was made apparent by the wonderful

turnout of General Assembly members at the
reception.
Later lhat week I also had the opportunity to
discuss further budget matters with state officials. The Board of SlUdent Body Presidents is
a group comprised of SGA presidents from
every state university in Kentucky. We meet
every olher month to discuss our respective university concerns and issues.
During this meeting, we had the chance to talk
wilh several state officials, among those, Speaker of the House Jody Richards. We talked about
the current proposal to generate revenue by
placing slot machines inside Kentucky's horse
tracks. He felt this would generate extra funding and was something that the General Assembly might struggle with, but eventually pass.
I asked about other options to generate more
revenue and •discussed with him the possibility
of increasing the tobacco tax. I realize Kentucky
is a tobacco state, and this could negatively
impact tobacco farmers, but our tobacco tax is
extremely low compared to the national average.
Virginia is the only other state to have a lower
tobacco tax than Kentucky. Our respective taxes
are 2.5 percent and 3 percent, while the national
average sits close to 50 percent.
Richards said this option has been brought up

among legislators, and be feels this possibility is
more feasible and has more supporters in the
General Assembly than ever before.
Whatever the state determines is the best
option to generate revenue for the budget, we
must continue to work together during this difficult time to keep Murray State on top.
While the University has had to increase
tuition and fees as a result of the state budget
cuts. the cost to attend Murray State is still lower
lhan other comparable regional universities.
However, students cannot constantly be called
upon to provide the extra funds needed during
times of budget constraints.
It is necessary that the state work to alleviate
future budget cuts in higher education. Kentucky has worked to raise the educational level
of its citizens and must continue to do so.
Higher education must remain a top priority in
the state budget The future of Kentucky lies in
lhe education of its students and retention of this
knowledge within the state.

Nikki Key is the Studelll Govemmenr Associa·
lion president and a senior business administration major from Paducah.

Racers' season

successful
despite loss
In My

Opinion

KEVIN
THOMAS

"THE RACERS
MADE MURRAY
STATE PROUD
BY GETTING
THIS
UNIVERSITY
BACK TO THE
'BIG DANCE'"

In an interview conducted on ESPN prior to
the Murray State-Georgia game, Georgia
Head Coach Jim Harrick made a bold statement about Justin Burdine.
Harrick said, '"If you haven't seen this Bur• dine kid play. you should. He is quite the
player."
Harrick was right. Burdine is quite the
player. As a matter of fact. he put a scare in
every Georgia fan on March 15 at the United
Center.
Burdine hit four 3-pointers in the first
seven minutes of the clash between the Raeen; and Bulldogs. With 13:02 left in the first
half the Racers led 25-11. it wa~ an upset in
the making. An upset that should have happened.
The loss is something I am sure any true
Murray State fan is still pondering. I am sure
players and coaches are asking the question.
"What if we would have doubled Jarvis
Hayes? What if we would have played more
man than a 2-3 zone?"
While all these are factors to look at, it is
more important to dwell upon the season as a
whole. It was a success. A success no one saw
coming. After the loss to Eastern Kentucky.
Head Coach Tevester Anderson changed the
tone of the season.
"We will find out at 6 a.m. Monday morning who wants to play and win and who doesn't," Anderson said. His players responded.
In the press conferences held in Chicago prior
to the game. almo.,t every player said the
turnaround was panially because of rhe early
m(lrning practices.
The Racers went from being a 9-11 squad
to an OVC Tournament Champion at 19-13.
The Racers made Murray State proud by getting this University back to the "Big Dance."
The Racers made Murray State proud by
playing their hearts out in the "Big Dance."
They gave it their all, and while lhere were
mistakes that caused the loss. they played
with the determination and heart of champions. Can you ask for anything more than that?
I never got to talk 10 Coach Anderslln after
my article proclaiming lie should be fired if
we didn't make it to the NCAA Tournament.
After I wrote the article, l made road trips to
SEMO. Louisville and even Chicago to watch
Murray State play.
Did I hope for failure? Not at all. Success
was all I wanted for this program and Coach
Anderson. You fought through the adversity
to lind prosperity.
The future is very bright. Cuthbert Victor,
Antione Whelchel. James Singleton and
Kevin Paschel will be returning starters. and
the bench should be :.tronger than it wa' this
year. Plus. we know Anderson can recruit
For Roderick Thomas and Justin Burdme.
you will be missed. Thomao; played with the
heart of a champion every time he took the

noor.
I don'tthink I have ever seen anyone shoot
3-pointers the way Justin Burdine does. His
quick relea~e and fearles~ altitude will leave a
hole in MSU's attack.
They ditln 't beat Georgia, but they reached
for the stars and achieved more than any fan
could have imagined. It was a season to
remember at Murray State, and it leaves
every Racer fan saying, "Wait until next
year"
While watching the team throughout the
season, I grew to love a quote by a very good
Ohio Valley Conference coach. So in lhe
words of Coach Tevester Anderson. '·Go
Racers."

Ke\•in Thvmas is a senior puhlic relaricms
majorfrnm Spana. 11/.
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Billing process needs revision
In My

Opinion

jESSE
BRENEMAN

"THE BURSAR'S,
HOUSING AND
REGISTRAR'S
OFFICES SHOULD
NOT ISSUE SUCH
BRASH,
UNPROVOKED
ULTIMATUMS
SUCH AS,
HAVE

'You

24 HOURS

TO GET OUT OR
WE WILL
THROW YOU

our.'"

The Monday morning before Spnng
Break, my roommate received a phone
call telling him to pick up an urgent letter
at the front desk of our residential college.
This was the startling message be started his day with: "Dear student. lhe Bursar's office informs me that you will not
be able to register for classes for the
Spring 2002 semester ... because you are
unable to enroll for classes, I am left
without any other alternative but to
regretfully ask you to leave the residential colleges. This letter is to serve as your
official notice to leave. You must remove
your belongings from your residential
college within the next 24 hours and
arrange to check out."
The end of the letter stated that if he
didn't leave within the time limit, a housing representative would enter our room,
seize his possessions. inventory them and
have him escorted off campus property.
You may be saying to yourself, "Well,
your roommate is a deadbeat who is way
behind on his payments.'' If you are saying this right now, you are incorrect. This
was the first notice he had received of any
problem ... period
He had not received a bill from the
Bursar's office and had never gotten an email or phone call warning him of a problem. He's a good kid.
The irony of the situation is that this
was a letter from the Housing office. I
repeat. the Housing office. He had not
received a phone call. e·mail or letter
from the Bursar's office or the Registrar.
That'.s like hearing through the grapevine
your girlfriend is cheating on you.
To add insult to injury. this letter
arrived after midterms. Hell. it would
have been nice for my roommate to know
eight weeks ago, but that's the way things
go at Murray State.
What followed was even better. My
roommate proceeded immediately to
Sparks Hall to rectify the situation and
ended up spending four hours there, running in circles between people who had
no idea what they were doing.
He fir:-.t went to the Regi-strar's office.
and they told him to go upstairs to the

Bursar's office. The Bursar's oFfice told
him he needed to go back to the Registrar's office. Downstairs they told him he
needed to be in lhe Bursar's office.
Finally, he discovered that one of his
payments hadn't gone through earlier this
semester and that he was going to have to
come up with $2,800 by the end of the
work day or be booted out of college.
At one point the workers told him he
would have to clear his bank account and
surrender every paycheck for the rest of
the semester to stay enrolled.
Thanks a lot, Murray State. His Spring
Break was ruined and he had no money
and no idea whether or not he would be
allowed to return and finish out the
semester.
Hundreds of students reading this commentary right now are relating to my
roommate's situation. At the beginning
of every semester. lhe Bursar's office is
filled with people trying to regain their
student status.
I find nothing wrong with purging a
deadbeat student's status, but virtually no
one receives a bill or a letter notifying
them they would need to make a payment
if they wish to remain enrolled.
Good students who have no way of
knowing how much to pay or when to
pay are dropped and have to go through
the hassle of re-enrolling.
Dropping students without warning is
highly unprofessional. Murray State
should realize students are its source of
bus mess.
You do not see credit card companies
blowing up and rejecting a card holder if
he or she misses a payment. They realize
that a customer who pays late is still a
customer and still a valuable asset.
Aside from the fact that it is bad for
business. the purging and booting
processes at Murray State are rude. My
roommate had to skip his classes that day
to make sure big men in black suits did·
n't come into our room and confiscate all
of his possessions in the middle of the
night.
The Bursar's, Housing and Registrar's
offices should not issue such brash.
unprovoked ultimatums such ru.. "'You

have 24 hours to get out or we willlhrow
you out.''
I could understand such terms if a student is a troublemaker, but getting a letter
like lhis out of the blue is rude.
I hope whoever is responsible for the
"uninformed purging policy" will rectify '
lhe situation without using the classic.
"we are a cheap education" argument,
which would go something like this:
"Dear Student X, we would like to thank
you for your feedback. Murray State University is one of lhe best educational values in the South. We would fix your
problem, but then your education would
not be so affordable. You don't want that,
do you?''
.
This argument has been used to close
the discussion on many recent issues such
as the Food Services debate, and I hope
that anyone wishing to respond to my
commentary realizes that Murray State's
financial conservatism should not allow
the University free rein to abu.~e students.
University officials also can defend the
current policy with, '"We have thou.,ands
of deadbeat students who enroll but never
show up, and it is impractical to send
lhem all a letter."
I have a solution: send lhem all a letter.
The University may be sending letters to
a few students who do not show up, but it
will also be sending notices to people
who are counting on Murray State for an
education and want to be enrolled.
Policies regarding student status.
billing and student purging need serious
revisions. Students' grJdes. careers and
financial security are on the line.
I personally spent a good two hours at
the beginning of the semester in the Bur:;ar's office trying to reinstate my status
as a student and recover my schedule of
classes.
This problem is not isolated and should
be dealt with expeditiously and seriously
by the policymakers of Murray State University.

Jesse Brerzemcm is a freshman psycho/oKY major frnm Paducah
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Senator discusses world affairs
BY ADAM MATHIS
STAFF WRITER

On Monday, U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell, R-Ky., discussed
international and national affairs
in the CurTis Center dance
lounge, including issues regarding the Sept. 11 attacks.
College Republicans adviser
Winfield Rose wa'i one of the
driving
forces
behind
McConnell's visit. Rose said he
has a contact on McConnell's
staff that helped arrange the
visit.
"My favorite definition of history is, 'History is just one dam
thing after another,"' McConnell
said. "That's clearly not the case
with 9- 11."
The military of the 21st century has changed since the terrorist
attacks, moving from actions
against an entire nation to
attacks on a group of people,
McConnell said.
"So, clearly in the wake of 911, we have a war against terrorism, a<; defined by the 21st cen-

tury," McConnell said.
McConnell said President
Bush's State of the Union
address expanded targets of
American action to countries
involved in the production of
weapons of mass destruction,
specifically Iraq, Iran and North
Korea.
"So, I think the president felt
that this moment of maximum
unity within the United States
and around the world to go after
terrorism should be expanded
also to target the countries that
po~ess and appear to have the
witt to use weapons of mass
destruction," McConnell said.
Many countries controlled by
terrorist regimes have taken the
opportunity to move against the
terrorist factions in their own
country.
McConnell cited
Yemen, where the government
is attempting to rid itself of terrorislc;, as an example.
"Maybe by working with us
they (terrorist-controlled countries) can rid themselves of this
scourge and have a better coun-

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell spoke on national and international affairs in the Curris Center Monday.
try and provide a better life for

their own citiLens," McConnell
said. "So we've been giving
hope to an awful lot of places in
the world that had a tendency to
knuckle under to this kind of
thing, or in some instances to
even be a part of promoting it."
Terrorist-controlled countries

generally lack representative
democracie:; and a free press,
making it easy to influence the
people, McConnell said.
"When people have an opportunity to elect their own leaders
and when there is competition
and a free press, things just work
better," McConneJI said.

Rose said McConnell's comments on the v.ar were the most
imporl<mt for students since
their generation has to fight the
war.
''It's a war against everything
that we loland for,'' Rose said.
"ff these Muslim extremists
have their way, they would
destroy this country."
In closing. McConnell discussed the current situation in
the Middle East. The conflict
involves Palestinians using suicide bombings to assault the
Tsraeli~ and the Israelis attacking Palestinians with military
strikes. McConnell said.
..There is no way that they
(Israel and Palestine) can
escape from each other."
McConnell said. 'Their fates
are inextricably entwined."
Brent Dolan, president of
College Republicans, said he
was impressed by McConnell's
speech.
Said Dolan: "He offers a very
good commentary on each
issue that he spoke about,"

• Angelita Turner. a former Murray State student wbo was
charged with murder in connection with an infant death that
occurred March 28, 200 I, in Hart College. was represented in
Calloway County Circuit Court March 25. A motion was filed
by the Commonwealth Artorney's office for compulsory attendance of two witnesses, Johnnie Turner. Angelita's grandmother, and Gregory Turner, Angelita's uncle. As of pres~ time,
Judge Dennis Foust had not deli\·ered a decision on the motion.
• Benjamin Willis, a fonner Murruy State student who was
charged with first-degree rape and fin;t·degree sodomy in connection wilh an incident that occurred Sept. 23 in Regents College, wa$ represented in Calloway County Circuit Court March
25. His trial date was moved to April 22 at 9 a.m.
• Angela Walker, who was charged with a speeding violation,
DUI, first-degree fleeing/evading and four counL' of wanton
endangerment in connection with nn incident earlier this month,
appeared with uuomey Steve Sanders in Calloway County Circuit Court March 25. Walker pleat.Jed not guilty, and a pretrial
conference, where the attorneys meet to discuss the trial, was set
for on or before April 22. with a trial date of May 13. Judge
Foust ha.... a file under advisement for an order to be entered on
the bond.
• Timothy Barger, sc:nior from Paducah, Grant Gagnon, junior
from Paducah, and Stuart Phillips, senior from Louisville, who
were charged with criminal possession of a destructive weapon
in connection with a March 3 incident in Franklin College,
appeared in Calloway County District Court March 25. All three
pleaded not guilty and have preliminary hearings set for April 9.
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• WE SELL USED DVDs & GAMES •
T~NNIN& !!iPECI~L

15 VISITS ••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••• $30
1 MONTH UNLIMITED ••••••••••••••••••••• $30
25% DISCOUNT ON ALL LOTIONS
OPEN LATE 365 DAYS A YEAR TAN TIL' 9:30

759-4944
1206 CHESTNUT ST. • MURRAY

~~~~~~·1;~~~~

- - - -----FOR

Past Lowe's on 121 North at Country Square • Murray

VIDEO GOLD

reseMJation Jwaine

BRETT KEOHAN

To book your IS minute, 30 minute, or one hour
(Best Value) massage, visit or call S belia or
Margaret at 767-0045.

JWI§U

Hr.oy 68 near Kentucky Lake

charbroiled
steaks
prime rib
lobster tall

Wed thrn Sun

Relax in Hawaii and be back to
class in one hour!

(B~hir.cl

gifts"-from
around
the world

EXPERIENCE

Dedication You Can
Depend On.
Experience You
Can Trust.
Leadership You
Expect.
HONORS &AWARDS

• Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
• Order of Omega
•SGA Senator at Large • Omicron Delta Kappa
•SGA Executive Council Leadership Society
• National Society of
•IFC Vice President
Collegiate Scholars
·Summer "0" Counselor • Gamma Sigma Alpha
Honor Society
•Fall Orientation Leader • Murray State Honors Program
•SGA Secretary

Paid for by: Cadiz Eye C l inic - Dr. Scott B. Sutherland
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Alumnus discusses Wells statue under renovation
color photography
graduation." Breathitt said.
Concerns were raised about
the design of the statue when it
Rainey T. Wells. founder of was first unveiled, as several
Murray State ~Diversi ty , is historical inaccuracies were
finally getting his glasses back.
One
inaccuracy
noticed.
Wdls' statue. located behind involved the diploma, which is
Pogue Library, is being renovat- "signed" by Kern Alexander.
ed by Ed Breathitt. visiting former Murray State president,
sculptor and creator of the Wells and Sid Easley, Board of
statue. The glasses were stolen Regents chair. Ernie Bailey,
approximate ly one-and-a-ha lf associate professor at Pogue
years ago after two unsuccessful Library, said the diploma should
attempts. Breathitt said. To have been signed by Ora Mason
ensure the fu ture safety of the and W.C. Bell. both members of
glasses, the replacements, made the Board of Regents during the
from a heavier metal, were time Wells would have distribwelded in four places to the stat- uted the diploma.
ue.
Breathitt said he sculpted the
Besides replacing the glasses, diploma based on a model MurBreathitt said the statue was re- ray State provided.
patinated, which is a coloring
"When I decided to have
process. He added that the statue Rainey T. Wells holding a diplowill have a slightly different ma, it was toward the end of the
color as a result.
project, and I asked the Univer"The same basic color for the sity to send me a diploma and ...
robe." Breathitt said, " but a few I copied that diploma exactly as
I saw it," Breathitt said.
special surprises."
The statue was originally
Along' with the diploma, the
placed outside of Pogue Library medallion on the statue is inacin 1997 as part of the Universi- curate, as this addition to the
ty's 75th anniversary. The statue regalia was not made until 1968,
was funded by alumni, friends Bailey said.
Whlle he noted some errors in
and family of Wells.
In creating the statue., the statue, Bailey said he is genBreathitt ~aid he tried to under- erally pleased with the appearstand the character of Wells by ance of Breathitt's work.
"People who knew him well
spending time with Wells' family. Breathitt officially placed the say the face (of the statue) is
statue at a graduation ceremony. very, very accurate," Bailey
"I wanted to capture a said.
moment; the objective is always
Breathitt said the restored statto tell a story of thoughts. so the ue will be uncovered on the fi rst
moment I chose to capture was sunny day.

BY ADAM MATHIS
STAFF W RITER

BY SeveRo Avi LA
STAFF WRITER

A Murray State alumnus visited
campus on Monday to speak to students about color photography and
its technological advancement.
Gary Wallis. chief technical officer and vice pn::sident of entertainment imaging at Eastman Kodak
Company, returned to Murray State
through a joint effort by the chemistry department and Murray State's
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
program •s Second Annual Distinguished Chemistry Alumni Seminar
in Honor of Dr. Howell Clark.
The seminar, ..Technologies for
Hollywood." took place in the
Blackburn Science building on Monday.
Wallis spoke initially about the
history of color photography, commenting on the color spectrum and
color processing. He then spoke
about the latest developments in
color photography, with emphasis
on Kodak's role in thos~ developments.
"I'm discussing color photography
for two reasons," Wallis said "It's a
fou ndation for the work that we've
done in the entertainment industry.
Plus, it gives me a chance to talk a
little bit about chemistry."
Another topic Wallis discussed
was motion-picture production. He
touched on the creative a:-.pect of
movie-making, pre-production. pro-

duction and post-production.
"You can liken film-making to the
world of books," Wallis said. ·The
production step is a lot like writi ng a
book - the creative part. Distribution
of a movie is a lot like publishing of
a book where the publisher makes
many mult iple copies for bookstores. Finally, the exhibition step is
a lot like the bookstore business s~l
ing the books to the customers.''
Entertainment imaging was the
next subject on the agenda, and Wallis d iscussed Kodak's strategic
vision and entertainment imaging
research and development.
He said it was Kodak's goal to be
the acknowledged leader in the
entertainment imaging lield and to
rapidly develop leading systems and
tools fo r the entertainment industry's media and services business.
Wallis concluded the seminar by
answering questions from seminar
attendants.
Jeremy Kirk, senior from Aloha.
Ore., attended the seminar and said
he fou nd it interesting and very educational.
"One of my professors suggested
that l attend. and I learned that the
industry ha:. always been growing
and will continue to grow even
though it's transferring to mostly
digital,'' Kirk said. "He was an interesting person to listen to, and I was
impressed that someone from Murray State had such an important job
at a major company like Kodak."

Karri Wurth/Thc News

The statue of Murray State founder Rainey T. Wells is being
renovated. The statue will be unveiled later this spring.

Thursday, April 4
Noon • 4 p.Jn.
Where: In the quad (if rain, In Curris Center Dance Lounge)

vantage
_ _$2.29/pack (.60 off)

Why: To raise money for foster children in Murray-Calloway
County Area

How: By selling BBQ plate lunches for $4 and by accepting
donations

You Purchase When You Show
Your current Racer card.

Website: www.geocities.com/asa_bet anu

Laser II & Trailer For Sale
Can't you see yourself' having fun on a lake in a "class racing boat"
that tlies with the wind like a rocket? I can! That's why I call it "Robin's ({ockct!''
A 1984 Laser II in good condition
sadly being sold by second owner.
Waxed and covered every off-season.
Includes a full set of sails {main, jib and
spinnaker) with sail bags, board bag,
trapeze, and harness. All lines/ hardware In
good working condition. Replaced mast in
1996. LOA-14ft, mast 19ft. Trailer purchsed
In 1996. Asking price: $2,800.00.
CONTACT: Robin or Donald Proulx

270-443-3792
donpru @midwest.net
robin.proulx@murraystate.edu

Loans On Anything Of Value
We Tote The Note Auto Sales

ALL AME RICAN fOOD

Cars • Trucks • Guns • Knives • 1V's • Coins

-----------------•r-----------------•1·~----------------~

!

1oo/o off WI.th I Mighty• Melts

student ID

·-----------------

! Coney Dog
I

: starting at :

I

!
I

I

$0.99

i

Tue. $0.99

Car Stereos • Musical Equipment • Jewelry
Stamps • Baseball Cards • Antiques • VCR's
Home Stereos • Microwaves • Camcorders
Dorm Refrigerators • Miscellaneous

I

·-----------------~·-----------------

• Murray: 801 Paramount Dr. •
• Mayfield: 1210 Paris Rd. •

713 S. 12 ST. MURRAY, KY 42071
Hours: 9:30a .m. - 7:30p.m.

',.
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Results please Murray officials Agriculture
students talk
with Whitfield
SEVERO A VILA
STAFF WRITER

As the one-year anniversary of
the liquor referendum approaches, city officials are satisfied with
the results and look forward to
increased economic success.
On March 30, 2001. Fifteenth
and Olive served liquor for the
first time in Murray. In the year
that followed. several new businesses moved into the city to capitalize on the new opportunity.
City Administrator Don Elias
said the.! referendum has generated
$68,000 in revenue in Murray
since April 200 I . There are currently nine liquor-license holders
in Murray, with two establishments ,_ The Keg restaurant and
Murray Golf Club - currently
applying for licenses. Elias said
the referendum has brought many
positive changes to Murray since
its passing.

"DUI nu mbers have remained liquor sales ratio. Elias said the
fairly stable, and we will certain- .requirement was hard to reach at
ly continue to monitor that," Elias first. but after the influx of new
said. "It seems to have been establishme nts serving alcohol.
accepted by the community ."
all license holders currently meet
Elias said his office sent city the standard.
police officers to check for under"Overall, I thi nk this re fe renaged drinking at all the liquor- dum has been beneficial to o ur
serving establishments in Murray. area," Elias said. " It has brought
"We want to encourage restau- people into Murray, into the comrants to be more careful. or they m unity, to visit a nd shop. and it
could lose their licenses." Elias has also b rought establish ments.
said. "And we will continue to do It's a great economic book: bringthat over the next few months at ing people in , and keeping people
regular intervals."
here."
E lias added that c lasses have
Restaurant refe rendum commitbeen arranged for servers at tee treasurer and owner of Fifliquor-serving establish men ts. teenth and O live. Jeff Yates. said
The classes wi ll train anyone the greatest benefit of the refereninvolved in the sale of alcohol to dum h as been increased revenue.
recognize a customer under the
"Our revenue has doubled."
influence, and how to deal with Yates said. "People seem to be
those customers.
going out more, socializing and
A stipu lation of the referendu m enjoying themselves.''
was th at liquor-license holders
Yates said the main objections to
meet a 70-30 percent food-to- the referend um were increased

D Uis, unde raged drink ing and
crime. but added that. so far. those
fears have not materialized.
"1 think they (the objectors)
thought that people would just be
careless and be drunk m the streets.
and that there would be beer boules
scattered everywhere," Yates said.
" But that has j ust not happened.
O ur customers have been very
respo nsible drinkers, using designated d ri vers. as well as the two
new taxi services that have recently been operating.
"Alcohol sales have decreased
since the initial wave of sales in
April 200 I." Yates said," but that's
only because there are more places
in town .
"There are rhree tell-ta lc
things," Yates added. "How many
businesses did it bring, how much
revenue did it generate, and how
many problems has it created? l
th ink the advantages far outweigh
rhe disadvantages."

Midwife speaks about experiences
BY TAnOR MARIE EWING
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR'

A prncticing midwife spoke. to Murray State'l> Student\ for Social Justice
Tuesday about participating in a campaign that would force the state to certify midWIVeS.
Home-birth nudwife Candy Brunk
spoJ...e to the club about her experiem.."e
as a midwife and problems with midwife l'Crtitication.
Brunk said there are different types
of midwives. She said cenitied nurse
midwives are trained in nursing school,
wher~as direct-entry midwives are
trained through apprenticeships.
"I c.pent four years completing my
apprentkeship," Brunk said. "I had to
do over 75 births, and that meanl it didn't mauer what I was doing when that
phone rang or pager went off; I was out
the door.''
Brunk said state law requires directentry midwives to obtain a permit from

the Cabinet of Health Services.
" In Kentucky we have revised
statutes, which is the law, and we have
administrative regulations. which says
how you go about complying v.ith the
law.'' Brunk said "The revised statute
says the Cabinet of Health Services has
the responsibility to promote and promulgate lhe practice of midwifery."
Brunk said although Kentucky law
indicates dtrect-entry midwives should
have the opportunity to obtain permit'>
and pr.!Ctice midwifery. no new permits
have been issued in almost 30 years.
"In 1975 the regulation was changed,
even though the law hasn't. It's still in
the books," Brunk said. ''The regulation was changed to say that you can
renew your permit if you had it prior to
'75. And after 1975, no new permits
were is~ued."
Brunt said. although she does not
think home binh is the correct choice
for everyone, the option should be
available. She also said midwives

SPECIALS!
TANNING $20 ftr 300 Min.
PERMS $J8 a Up
tfiGHUGHTS $ZS a Up
MEN'S HAIRCUT $8

PEDICURES $11
MANICURES $8

PARAFFIN DIP

•s "',.

Glfl

should be able to practice their trade
legally and obtain proof of their credibility.
"Where you choose to have your
baby is your choice. That'l> the word:
choice.'' Brunt said. "You can have
your child where you want and face no
legal consequence, but when I walk out
that door to go catch a baby. I face a
legal risk.''
Brunk said women in Western Kentucky are especially limited in their
birthing option\.
"You've got some opportunities (to
use midwives) in Tennessee and (Elizabethtown). but you're sort of stuck out
here without a whole lot of opporrunity
for a midwife. if that's the choice you
want to make," Brunk said.
Students for Social Justice Adviser
Staci Stone said the club became
involved in thi, i'>sue because it felt
parents should have birthing options.
"A lot of women don' t know they
have the option Usually you only go to

lhe hospital when you have an illness.
It's like pregnancy is an illness.'' Stone
said. "Reproductive freedom is an
important issue for both men and
women."
Stone said Students for Social Justice
is participating in a letter-writing campaign to robe politicians'awareness of
the problems with midwifery certification.
"We can't change anything, not by
ourselves," Brunk said. ''It will come
from the consumers saying 'We want
to have this op«ion available."'
Brunk said the United Statt-s is one
of few countril.!s with stringent midwife!)' limitations. She said most countries use midwives frequently. and in
Germany a midwife must be present at
evel)' birth.
"TI1ere are more than 20 countries in
the world who have healthier mothers
and babies than the U.S.," Brunk said.
"We can have that too if people just
stand up for what they want"

OFFICER CANDIDATES
WANTED - GO FOR THE GOLD
Kentucky Army National Gua rd is accepting
applications for Officer Candida te Programs.
This includes Direct Commission.
ROTC/Simulta neous Membership Program
a nd Office Candidate School.

Ce rlifi catt's
Available

Call 7 53- 1682

Southside Shopping Center • Murray
NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
S ani sh S cakin St list Available B A ointment

BY TIM SINIARD
STAFF WRITER

Student me mbe rs of Murray
S tate's Project LEAD, an organization consisting of stude nts
pursuin g a degree in agricu lture,
were recently in W ashington .
D.C.. to meet w ith R ep. Ed
Whitfield (R-Ky) and other gove rnme nt offic ia ls to d iscuss
issues rega rding tob acco production in the West Ke ntuc ky
region.
"Project LE A D is a n o rganization thar's goal is to develop
leadership of individ uals at Murray State w ho are interested in
the growth of dark tobacco,''
said Ton y Bra nnon , Project
LEAD executive directo r. "Stu dents involved in the project are
scholarsh ip recipients who are
from families th ~l g row dar k
tobacco."
The organization, fu nded by
the U.S. Smoke less T obacco
Company, strives to expose students to the political process at
local, state and federal levels,
Brannon said. In addition, the
studen ts also met with representative!> from the US DA and the
Departme nt of L abor .
" It was a very succes~fu l
meeting,'' B ranno n said. ''The
students were able to meet with
and express their concerns wi th
decision makers."
Brannon said West Ke ntucky

is an important regio n in the prod uction of dark tobacco because
99 percent of the tobacco used in
smo ke less prod ucts is grown in a
100-mile radius of Murray.
Labor issues dominated much
of the discussion at the meeting.
O ne p articular issue on the agenda concerned laws and regulations regarding m igrant workers.
Cou rt ney Flood, a Murray
S tate agricultu re s tudent, said
she wanted to meet with officials to discuss easing some federal regulations that have resulted in fi nes levied on local farm ers.
"We have had instances where
a farmer has been fined for having a broken screen door on a
migra nt worker's home w hen
the door could have easily been
repaired,'' Flood said. "Congressm an Whitfield made it
clear that he is on our side and
promised to help."
Other Murray State students
involved in the program a re :
Carla C reasey. 0 1i via Grace,
Adam Bell , Jacob Followell, and
Bob Galloway.
Jeff M iles. press secretary for
W hi tfie ld . said the students vis ·
ited the congressman· s office
and it was "a great meeting."
Said Miles: "They were able
to engage in a discussion of
tobacco legislation with Whitfield and conver'ie about w h at
the futu re holds for tobacco
farm ing."

Looking for a
great on-campus
job for next year?

BENEFITS INCLUDE-COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE, in addition to the Army College
Fund and the Montgomery GI Bill.
Call 2nd Lieu ten ant Travis Carpenter @
(502) 803-0966 to schedule a n appointment
CALL NOW - LIMITED OPENING

•Student Mass Sunday nights

p

....,.,lla

@

6pm

want to hear wllac dley have to sayt

0
0
Ad Production
Manager

Presidential Debate

Classified Ads

on the corner of 13th & Payne
from White College Parking Lot.

Rent 2 M ovies, Get 1 FREE
w ith MSU 10.

WHEN: Wednesday April 3, 11:30 am

Manager

WHERE: Pedestrian Mall between

Located inside
Wai-Mart.

1 & T and Curris Center.

•

(If rain curris center Dance Lounge)

J'

.. •l

Apply at
tl1<~

C 2002 Blockbuste r Inc.

frlair Studio

Featuring:
jace Rabe

1701 Hwy. 121 By-Pass, Murray

Morgan Hardy

Takina Bomar • Angie Ladd

joseph Mallard

Patty Knott • Heather Burkeen

Brett Keohan

murray
~state

neV\rs

lst Door WUson Hall

Walk-Ins Welcome !
MON ·SAT

753-3688

Deadli11e for ads is every Mo11day at 5 p.111.
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Mike Brackett, junior from Louisville, Kara Short, graduate student from Norris City, Ill., and Leah
Blackketter, freshman from Trezebant, Tenn., pray on the Free University of Brussels campus.

Story and Photos by Ryan Brooks

'News' staffer shares Christ
with European community

Emily Phillips, senior· from Henderson, Mike Brackett, junior from Louisville, Peter Widmer, senior from
Paducah, and Haley Hausman, junior from Metropolis, joke around in a Belgian McDonald's. The food
wasn' t nearly the same, but the .arches were a familiar and welcome reminder of home.

I've ~non sever.tl overseas mis.-;ion trip~ with the
members of Chi Alpha Christi<m Fellowship, but this
one was bound to be different . After months of antic·
ipation. numerous cur washes, candy sales and bake
auctions, we were finally on our way to Brussels, Belgium.
Belgium is home to more than 10 million Europeans, all squeezed into a country about the size of
Maryland. With space at such a premium. the roads
are windy and each building is jammed up next to the
one previous. Homes are taller than they arc wide.
sometimes with one room per floor. Elevators are a
must because slairn-uys cannot even accommodate
one person carrying grocery bugs. much less two people going different direction~.
Definitely not the land of personal space. or any·
thing spacious, for that matter.
Despite the constraints on elbowroom, we were all
anxious to talk to the people there. It would take some
getting used to. We were no longer in the Bible belt,
but in a po'>t-Christian, po-.t-Catholic Europe.
Many, if not all of the Belgians we would talk to in
the following week. woulJ he atheists or agnostics:
quite different from speaking with church-grown students at Murray State.
Sixteen students, many who hadn' t even traveled
out~ide of Kentucky, were definitely in for a culture
shock.

Day One

Justin Ferrell, senior from Galatia, IU., and Brandon Decker, graduate student from 1-l·xington, talk with
Kevin outside Central Station in Brussels. Kevin believes that aU religions lead to heaven.

We arrived in Brussels thio.; morning after <>pending
roughly 10 hours in a car. plane or airport. We were
immediately whisked off to a chun;h via European
mini van. The Chri!>tian Center holds a morning service for refugees. sometimes ~eing as many as 55
countries represented at a time. Muny wear head·
phones to hear the message translated into their native
tongue.
After a qu1ck lunch. the group rehearses 1.1 ~kit
called '1lle Bridge" that is entirely mimed. "ut set to
English lyrics. The pastor tells us that most of the
congregation will get the point. We perform the
drama at the afternoon service, and the cro\\d is very
appreciative.
We're a~ked to perform again for the French·
speaking evening ...ervice. but only after catching an
hour and a half of rest on the pews at the bad: of the
church. 1didn't even hear the drums or the electric
guitar\ a' they warmed up for the .;crvice.
"The Bridge" pt:rforrnnncc at the evening s.!rvice
was probably our best ever. Something about the luck
of sleep usually help!> all of us to be more emotional.
We are the ones wennng the headphones for the reM
of the ~rv ice.

Day Two
We had a free day scheduled today and l<pent our
Lime touring Paris, France. The Eiffel Tower 1s much
bigger than I expected. <md I didn't know it swayed
back ami fonh in strong winds. We were abk to experience lhe wind, the swaying and the pelting rain from
the top.
Notre Dame was breathtaking. I hadn' t ever imag·
incd it was so unbelievably huge inside. It rnadc any
architecture I had ever seen lOt)k like Lincoln Log-.
and Tinker Toys.
The Louvre was quite an experience a.'> well. It is
overv. helming how much art they can pack into one
place. We only had a fe\\ hou~. so I'm sure I didn't
even see the tip of the iceberg.

Day Three

This Belgian took a minute on his way home from work to read a French tract about Renlation 3:20.
••nehold, l stand at the door and knock. If anyone hears My voice and opt>ns the door, J will come in and
dine with him, and he \\ith Me.''

t

Went to a meeting place about a block uwuy lrom
another refugee center, Lc Petit Chateaux. this
evening. Se\'eral from our group sang. played the gui·
t.ar and played the drums to begin the meeting. An
Iranian man named Ne\\ man told us how Je'>u~
appeared to him in n dream ami told him about dying
on the cro" lor him. His name wa.. Mohammed, but
Jesuo; made him a new m.m. so he now goes by Newman.
"I went to the mosque C\ cry uay for 32 years and
w:1s just as lo\1 at the end n' I was at the beginning,''
he said.

Several from our group also told stories about how
they came to know Jesus.

Day Four
We took the tram to the Free University of Brussels
this morning and walked through the campus and
prayed. Then we headed to The Grand Place to get
Belgian waffies and talk with people.
After a pretty amazing waffle that put Eggos to
shame, I teamed up \\ith a missionary from Nebraska
named Moone to talk with pe<)plc. We soon struck up
a conversation with Sarah, a student from Minneapolis. Minn. She was in BrusseJ.; to visit her boyfriend
wbo worked with the European Union. We talked
with her for a long time. and she really listened to
everything we had to say. She confe.~ the conversation really caught her off guard; she hadn't thought
about Jesus for a while. She didn't want to pray with
us there, but said she definitely would later.
While Monac and I were talking with Sarah, Peter
Widmer. senior from Paducah, and Kumaran
Gopalan, senior from Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,
prayed with Mike. He gave his life to Jesus!

Day Five
Went to a Students For Christ meeting tonight at
the home of Steve Turley, a Murray Slate graduate
and the Students For Christ pastor on the Free University campus. It wa' great to spend time with him,
his wife Deanne and their three kids, Rachel, Bethany
and Luke. We all had a great time meeting Christian
students from the campus. although communication
wao; somewhat difficult with ~orne of them. TI!eir
Engli:-h was much beuer than our French. Many of
the ~tudents agreed to meet us there the next evening
for pizza. Pizza may be the single common bond
between college .students across the world.

Day Six

Handed out a lot of tmct~ today at Central Station,
a bustling train depot.
Murray State's Chi Alpha Campus Chaplain Mark
Randall and Deanne Turley prayed with a man from
Hong Kong. He gave his life to Jesus, too!
After eating pizza with the Students For Christ
group. we just hung out for a while and talked about
differences between the United States and Belgium.
They all headed out fairly early, and we all
crashed. We'd h3d a pretty long week.

Day Seven
Got up early this mt>ming and cr.1mmed back into
the European mini vans for the trip to the a1rport.
Four or five security checkpoints later. we were al our
gate
Continental had overbooked the flight, so I volunteered to stay behind in a clns~;y hotel and let them
give me a nice dinner and a voucher for a free ticket.
I didn' t know why at the time. but Jesus had plans for
lhc delay.

Day Eight
Hcnded off to the airport again and made it on to
the night thi ~ time.
After a seven and a half hour night. we landed in
Newark, New Jersey, and went directly to baggage
claim to check our bag!> through U.S. customs. Sarah
w:~s waiting tor her hags at the same carousel (yes,
the same Sar.lh from Day Four). Coincidence? I
thought not. I said hello and gave her a pretty good
surpri,e. She said she was Mill thinking about our
conversation from four day' earlier. We were both
re;~Jiy glad to be back in the good or U-S-of-A.
I have a few more stamps in my passpon. an album
full of photos und <I Jut of great memories. I met a lot
of great people in Bru~~ls, and the friendship~ with
my fellow Chi Alphites grew much stronger. I look
forward to hitting the streeh of Ireland next year, but
l'm sure it won't be anything like Belgium.
Untillhen, I'll be a mi,sionary nght lh:re on the
campus of Murray State. I may not be 111 some strange
faraway land. but Je\U:> can use me just a.'> much right
here in Western Kentucky.

College Life
'Maiden' brings death to Wilson

COWGE LifE EDITOR: EMILY BLACK
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This Week
•fridar
•Book Fair- 7:30
a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Alexander Hall room
2204.
•RecitalSenior
Recital, 6:30 p.m.,
Farrell Recital Hall.
Free admission.
•Play- ''Death and
the Maiden," 7 p.m.,
Wilson Hall studio
theater. Limited to 70
first-come,
firstserved
patrons.
Mature
audiences
only.
.Cinema International- "Shiri,'' 7:30p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.

•saturday
•Book Fair- 7:30
a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Alexander Hall room
2204.
•Play- "Death and
the Maiden," 7 p.m.,
Wilson Hall studio
theater. Limited to 70
first-come,
firstserved
patrons.
Mature
audiences
only.
•Cinema International- "Sruri," 7:30
p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Free admission.

•sundar
•Book Fair- 7:30
a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Alexander Hall room
2204.
•Bible Study- 9 a.m ..
University Church of
Christ.
•Bible Study- Chi
Alpha, 9:15 a.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•Worship Service- 7
p.m., Murray Christian
Fellowship
House.

•mondar
•Book Fair- 7:30
a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Alexander Hall room

2204.
•RCA- Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room.

•tuesdar
•Faculty
SenateFaculty Senate meeting, 3:30 p.m., Curris
Barkley
Center
Room.
•CABCampus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room.
•RecitalBrass
Chamber Recital, 8
p.m., Performing Arts
Hall. Free admission.

•wednesdar
•SGA- Student Government Association
Senate meeting, 5
p.m ., Curris Center
Barkley Room.
•Walt
Disney
World- Walt Disney
World College Program presentation, 5
p.m., Freed Curd
Auditorium.
•RecitalFaculty
Woodwind Quintet
Recital, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

•thursdar
•Cinema International- "Faat-Kine,''
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admissiOn.
•Ensemble ConcertPercussion Ensemble
Concert, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

762-4480
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BY SCOTT GIBSON
ASSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Interrogation, torture and punishment will
take place in Wilson Hall tonight and Saturday night as the theater and dance department
presents Ariel Dorfman's "Death and the
Maiden."
"Death and the Maiden" is a contemporary
political thriller in which three characters are
forced to face the past.
"It's a play that was written as a direct
response to the Pinochet dictatorship in
Chile," said David Balthrop, theater and
dance department chair. "There were a lot of
governmental kidnappings and torture to
make people succumb to the government.
(Dorfman) lived in that time period and this is
his response to that."
The story revolves around Paulina Salas.
played by Arianna Thornburg. freshman from
Marion. Paulina is a woman who was tortured
and raped during the kidnappiogs. Fifteen
years later she encounters the man she thinks
tortured her.
"Paulina recognizes his voice as the man
who tortured and raped her 15 years ago,"
said Dennis Frymire, senior from Carmi, lll.,
who plays Paulina•s husband, Gerardo. "She
was blindfolded then, so she never saw him.
This play is all about vengeance."
The two meet when Gerardo brings Or.
Roberto Miranda home with him. When
Paulina hears Miranda's voice, she decides to
Chandra Field/The News
seek revenge.
(above)
Dennis
Frymire,
senior
from
Carmi,
Ill.,
Arianna
Thornburg,
freshman
from
Marion,
and
Stephen
Adams, junior
"She loved Schubert," Frymire said. "She
listened to Schubert all the time, but during from Salem, Ill., perform a scene from the play "Death and tbe Malden." (below) Adams and Frymire work through a
her torture sessions he played Schubert. So scene from the play. Frymire, Thornburg and Adams will perform "Death and the Maiden" at 7 tonight and 7 Saturday
now she wants redemption and vengeance."
night In the Wilson Hall studio theater. Admission is free for Murray State students and $10 for the general public.
She basically puts him on trial in her own
"(Dorfman) didn't make it where Paulina i"
house by tying him to a chair and gagging just tying this guy up to a chair." Balthrop
him, said Stephen Adams, who plays Miran- said. "There 's a whole lot more to it than
da.
that."
"She swears up and down that he is the guy
The department has requested a mature
who raped her,'' said Adams. junior from audience only because of the subject matter.
Salem, Ill. "She thinks this is the guy who did
"There is adult language and very adult
it, so she starts an interrogation of her own." subject matter," Adams said. "They say the
Gerardo is bothered by this, not only "F" word some. If it was a movie. it would be
because he has a man tied up in his kitchen, rated R."
but also because he had recent! y been hired to
The theater is set up for an intimate setting,
investigate the kidnappings and bring those which could be uncomfortable for some audiresponsible to justice.
ence members. The audience will be set up on
"My character is flipping out because this three different sides of the stage in a very
could ruin his career," Frymire said. "This is small space. Fewer than 70 seats are available
what he's been working for for the longest for each performance.
time."
"I think that's what David was going for
Gerardo must choose between his career with this play," Frymire said. "With the suband believing his wife.
ject matter and the language, it actually inten·
"You just don't know who he's going to sifies the play."
support," Balthrop said. " Is he going to supThe play takes place at 7 on both nights in
port his wife, or is he going to take sides with Wilson Hall's studio theater in room 3108.
Murray State students will be admitted for
the doctor and let him go?"
There are several twists that should keep free with their Racercard. Tickets are $1 0 for
the general public.
the audience on their toes, Balthrop said.
Chandra Field/The News

Relay For Life holds special meaning for sorority
BY KYSER

LOUGH

STAFF WRITER

Alpha Omicron Pi is once again having a
Relay For Life team. but this time it holds a
heavier significance.
AOPi member Susan Greene, freshman
from Collierville, Tenn., was diagnosed with
an atypical Burkitt's lymphoma, a fast-growing cancer that responds very well to
chemotherapy.
"It has really brought us together as a
sorority," said AOPi President Wendy Davis.
junior from Carlisle County. "This time it is
more personal."
A Web site has been set up to inform concerned family and friends about Greene's
struggle to overcome cancer. The first post
was on Feb. 28 when Greene was diagnosed
with cancer.

The cancer is located in her abdomen and
has been greatly reduced throughout the three
rounds of chemotherapy she has been
through so far. AOPi members and friend:.
have been visiting her throughout her
chemotherapy, but now she is in a more delicate stage. According to the Web site, in
order to visit. friends must first call and make
sure it is okay to come in because of a high
infection risk.
AOPi members have supported Greene
with more than vbits.
"Every week we pass out paper and markers and the girls each write her a note," Davis
said. "One of the secretaries then sends them
all to her. ·•
Davis. Greene's big sis, traveled down to
Collief\tllle with two other sisters the day
Greene found out she had cancer.
"The day we found out, we went down

PROFESSOR HOBO
I CALLED THIS MEETING TO
SELECT A FACULTY SENATE REPRESENTATIVE. THE CANDIDATES
ARE DR. KLOWNUS, THE GERMAN
LANGUAGE PROFESSOR, AND DR .
BONES, THE ARCHEOLOGY
PROFESSOR.
~..:::;;;~

immediately and spent the day with her,"
Davis said.
Meanwhile, other sisters gathered at the
meeting house to pass out yellow ribbons and
pray for Greene.
During her treatment. Greene has been
keeping a positive attitude and handling it
well. Davis <>aid
"Susan has been in high spirits about the
whole th1ng. ··said AOPi Relay For Life team
captain Stephanie McDaniels, freshman from
Paducah. "She i'> \taying po~itive and keeping her time occupied."
111e team i~ not only in honor of Greene·s
light against cancer, but also in '>Upport of
AOPi Guy Harris Jones. Jones, junior from
Medina.Tenn .. was diagno ... ed with Leukemia
three year:. ago and is currently in recovery.
"AOPi was really involved with Harris
when he was overcoming his Leukemia,"

McDaniels said. "They toured St. Jude ' s with
him nnd went with him for a checkup."
The AOPi Relay for Life team' s theme has
not been voted on yet, but they have a full
roster and have already begun fund raising.
"We have T-shirts that we'll be selling, and
have had a rebate night at Mr. Gatti's:'
McDaniels said.
AOPi sisters have o,;et out collection cans
around campus and at various businesses in
Murr..ty. They also collect change at every
meeting.
Other fund raising .1ctivities planned
include a car wash and n po:-.sible bake sale.
The T -shirts are on sule for $10 and can be
bought by contacting McDaniel., by e-mail at
Stephunie.McDaniei!>@Murraystate.edu.
To learn more about Grr.:enc'!o tight against
cancer, visit the Greene family Web site at
www.caringbridge.com/tn/susangreene.

~--------------------~J~USTIN

ARCHEOLOGY ISN'T EVEN
IN OUR DEPARTMENT!
TOO LATE NOW, THE

SELECTING HAT HAS
STARTED TO CHOOSE I

MYSTIC WINOS, SHOW ME THE
STARS 1 OfOICE! REVEAL TO ME • ••
AWW, HECK! I'M SICK OF BEING A
HATI PEOPLE DON'T WASH THEIR
HEADS! DO YOU KNOW WHAT IT'S
LIKE TO HAVE DIRTY HEADS IN YOU
ALL DAY? THAT'S IT-THE CAT WINS I

To post information
in the calendar phone
762-4480 or fax it to

762-3175.

I

YOUNG AND DAVID ROTHWELL

HE CAN'T WIN, HE'S NOT A
CANDIDATE! OR EVEN ON STAFF!

Get Out
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Top Five
•music
!.Various Artists - "0 Brother, Where art Thou?" Soundtrack
2. B2K - "B2K"
3. Alan Jackson- "Drive" ·
4. Alanis Morissette -"Under
Rug Swept"
S. Brandy - "Full Moon"

Source: Associated Press

•movies
1. Blade II
Wesley Snipes and
Kns Knstofferson
2. Ice Age
Featuring the voices of Denis
Leary_ and John Leguizamo
3. E.T.: The Extra Terrestrial
Starring Henry Thomas and
Drew Barrymore
4. Showtime
Starring Eddie Murphy and
Robert DeNiro
S. Resident Evil
Starring Milia Jovovich
St~rring

Benton hosts potato festival
BY M ICHAEL DRIVER
STAFF WRITER

What started out as a gathering
of farmers in Benton to trade
crops in 1843 has now blossomed
into an annual gathering of about
20.000 people on Tater Day.
The sweet-potato celebration
has little to do with potatoes anymore; it is now more about the
eve nts that surround the last
weekend in March and the first
Monday in
April.
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Source: Associated Press

•books
1. James . Patterson with
Andrew Gross- ''2nd Chance"
2. John Grisham - "The Summons"
3. J.D. Robb - "Reunion in
Death''
4. John Grisham - "A Painted
House"
S. Harold G. Moore and
Joseph L. Galloway - "We
Were Soldiers Once ... And
Young"
Source: Associated Press

•web site of the week
www.marshmallowpeeps.com
Did you know that more than
600 million Peeps will be consumed in the United States this
Easter? Check out tlie official
Peeps Web site for fun facts.
history. recipes and news about
the candy.

11

"ll was the first Monday in
April, and it was the first time
people got out from under the
mud and snow," said Robert
McCrory. a local veterinarian and
the organizer of the Tater Day
parade. "Sweet potatoes were a
staple item; it was something people couldn' t live without."
The holiday has grown so big
that Marshall County schools are
officially closed that day, and
other area schools have problems
keeping attendance up as
students often go to the festivities.
While Monday is actually considered Tater Day.
each day of the weekend
has the chance of drawing
the biggest crowd, McCrory said.
The parade consists of two different parades on Monday, the frrsl
of specialty cars and antique tractors and the second of the slower
floats. mules, horses and Miss
Tater Day, who is crowned during
a beauty contest. McCrory said.

hasbropreschool .com
Rob Brown/The News

Tater Day is not all for fun,
however.
"We try to make Tater Day
worthwhile for charity," McCrory
said.
Relay For Life holds a walk to
celebrate cancer survivors, and
other local clubs and organizations also hold events to raise
fund!>, McCrory said.
The Marshall County Hospital
will have a booth set up to give
free blood-pressure tests and hand
out health information.
The Marshall County Quarterback Club runs a flea market that
draws more than I 00 vendors
yearly. The vendors open between
7 and 8 a.m . each morning and
close around 6 p.m., said Terry
Davis. Quarterback Club president and flea market organizer
The arts and crafts show also
draws a variety of vendors from
around the area to sell their
goods.
"We have leather goods, jewelry, hand-painted pictures, baked
goods, floral arrangements," said
Michele Edwards, show organizer.

Other events include a bicycle
ride, a trick horse on Sunday
afternoon, the Kentucky Junior
Rodeo and horse and mule pulls.
"The grandstands will be full
and it' ll be people that don' t
know much about horse and mule
pulling, and they' ll go up there
bec ause it's free, and they'll
enjoy it," McCrory said.
One of the largest draws is the
carnival. which features vendors
selling fried onions and confections that most prefer over sweet
potatoes, McCrory said. The carnival sells tickets on a ride-to· ride
basis and offers armbands good
for an entire afternoon.
"Usually it' s a really good
turnout; if the weather's nice, that
makes it even better," Edwards
said.
People tend to turn out no matter what the weather brings.
McCrory said.
The 159th Tater Day will be
Friday, Saturday and Sunday with
the events culminating on Monday in Benton.

'King' soundtrack lacks royalty
BY S COTT G IBSON
ASSISTANT COLLEG E ltFE EDITOR

Now that boy bands and bubble-gum pop music are on the
verge of being overrun by a new
breed of rock 'n' rollers. Univer·
sal has released the soundtrack
to one of its newest movies,
"The Scorpion King."
The CD is filled with heavy
metal and rap/rock bands playing upbeat. hard-hitting songs
that push the action movie featuring the World Wrestling Federation· s The Rock.
The soundtrack is a typical

Hollywood soundtrack intended
to fill listeners' ears with the
familiar sound" that accompanied the movie they just
watched. It is a safe way for
Universal to please fans of the
movie and make a little money
by providing a simple. almost
bland mix of contemporary rock
tunes.
Although the album features
so me re ally good bands - System of a Down. Godsmack and
Louisville native Flaw - the
songs are not what they should
be. Most of the songs featured
on the soundtrack are songs

recorded specifically for the
soundtrack or 8-sides of the
bands' hits.
There is a break or two. however, from the outright ridiculousness of continued rap lyrics
over heavy guitars. Hoobastank,
with "Losing my Grip," offers a
nice b reak nearly halfway
through the CD. Breaking Point,
although not as tender and carefree, approaches the end of the
album with ''27."
Then. there are the inexcusably horrible songs. Creed's "To
Whom it May Concern'' and 12
Stones' ''My Life" are among

them.
All of the songs, for the most
part, sound the same. Nothing
stands out as extraordinary or
even worth mentioning. The
soundtrack, simply put, is a typical mix of modern music with
little to no quality or substance.
Even if there are a few fans out
there who want the one song that
is included on the CD but not on
a band's original CD, they
sho uldn ' t bother buying this
soundtrack. Just download it.
There are two ways to listen to
these songs: on the radio or on
CD. It is your choice. Grade: C-

Road Trip
So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
donn room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

•around town
Saturdays - If you can't leave
town this weekend then stop
by Saturdays and check out
Loophole at 9 tonight and
Affltcted at 9 p.m. Saturday.

•1 hour drive
Paducah - If you are in the
mood to hunt some eggs then
head to the First Baptist
Church in Paducah for the
free, community Easter egg
hunt at I 0 a.m. on Saturday.

• 2 hour drive
Memphis - Drive down to
Memphis and check out the
man behind classics such as
"The Copa Cabana" and
"Mandy''
when
Barry
Manilow performs at 8 p.m.
on Sunday at the Orpheum
Theatre. Tickets are $20 to
$90.

• 3 hour drive (or more)
St. Louis - Head to St. Louis
and "let the bodies hit the
floor'' when Drowning Pool
performs at 7 p.m. on Sunday
at The Pageant. Tickets are
$21.50.

Friday, March 27
1. Cinema International - "Shirl"; free; Curris Center Theater; 7:30 pm.
2. Baha'i Student Assn. sponsored diversity dinner @ 7:30 pm, 3rd Door
Curris Center. No registration required.
3. Pony pull - For more information, call Expo Center at (270) 762-3125.
4. Death & the Maiden - Sponsored by the Theatre and Dance Depart; 3rd
Ooor Wilson Hall; 7 pm.
5. Late Night Movie -"Fifth Element"; free; Curris Center Theater; 10 pm.
6. "Sylvia"- Playhouse in the Park, for more information call 759-1752.
7.

ROCK CLIMBING TRIP to Feme Clyffe State Park, April 19-21;
Cost $50 ~ For more information contact Jim Baurer @
762-6984.

Saturday,March 30
1. Cinema International - "Shirl"; free; Curris Center Theater; 7:30 pm.

2. Death & the Maiden - Sponsored by the Theatre and Dance Depart; 3rd
noor Wilson Hall, 7 p.m.
3. Mountain Biking Club, now forming. For more info, call Jim Baurer
@ 762-6984.

4.

ROCK CLIMBING TRIP to Ferne Clyffe Park, April 19-21; Cost
$50. For more information contact Jim Baurer @ 762-6984.

For information on weekend programs, call 762-5547 or check out the
SGA website and Racer Net.

Sunday, March 31
1. Easter
2. Mountain Biking Club, now forming. For more info, call
Jim Baurer@762-6984.
3.

ROCK CLIMBING TRIP to Ferne Clyffe State Park,
April 19-21; Cost $50. For more information,
contact Jim Baurer @ 762-6984.

- ..,
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Students present 9-11 memorial
BY EMILY BlACK
COllEGE lifE EDITOR

Although the events of Sept. ll, 200 I.
took place many miles from Murray,
some Murray State students found their
own way to contribute tO the victims of
the attacks.
Last semester. 15 students began a
class. under the supervision of Edward
Breathitt, a visiting sculptor, to work on
a memorial for the site of the Sept. ll
World Trade Center auacks.
..The initial reason we got involved
was that we all wanted to do something
to help us and others deal with what was
happening and make a contribution," T.
Jacob Heustis, senior from Louisville,
said.
Members of the class designed a
model of a memorial for the site and created a bronze bust of Father Mychal
Judge to dedicate to the Engine 1 Ladder
24 fire station in New York. Judge was a
New York priest killed by falling debris
while giving last rites to a firefighter.
At 7 p.m. Tuesday. members of the
class will welcome a special guest to the
Murray State campus when New York
firefighter Brian Thomas. speaks in the
Curris Center Ballroom. The evening
will include a performance of patriotic
music by the Murray State Wind Ensemble.
Breathitt said class members came in
contact with Thomas after the mayor's
office in New York gave Breathitt the
number of a tire station to contact about
dedicating the bust of Judge.
"Thomas was the first person who
answered the phone at the fire stallon:·
Breathitt said. "He was a good friend of

father Judge. I think he decided to come
because he knew the contribution we are
going to make. He is very supportive of
the idea."
Thomas also will speak at 7 p.m.
Wednesday at the University's Hopkinsville campus.
"Even if I wasn't involved in this project, I would still be really interested to
see what he (Thomas) had tQ say,"
Heustis said. "I haven't had the chance
to talk with anybody who has been
involved firsthand."
In addition to Thomas' visit, class
members will have the opportunity to
visit the World Trade Center site when
they travel to New York May 17-2 1 to
present the bust to the station.
..We decided to give the bust to the
tire station that Father Judge spent his
time at,'' Breathitt said. ..Even though
Father Judge cannot be at the fire station
anymore, this representation of him will
always be there."
During their trip to New York, class
participants will formally enter their
memorial design into the competition
that will select a design for the ~ite of the
attacks.
"We will probably be the first group to
present a full-scale model for the competition," Breathitt said. "As far as I know.
we are the only student group presenting
a project."
Class members said they are excited
about the opportunity to travel to New
York and present their design.
"I'm really excited,'' Abigail Holman,
senior from Burna, said. "I think it helps
bring the project into focus. It helps us
understand why were doing this."
Before class participants travel to New

Karri Wurt'n/The News

Members of the 9-11 memorial class work on their full-scale memorial model for the site of the attacks. Class
members will be entering their design in a competition during a trip to New York, May 17-21.
York, they will travel to Frankfort to
introduce their idea to Gov. Paul Patton.
Breathitt said the experience has been
an interesting one.
''l! has been intense and stressful,"

Jobs at
The Ne\vs

Classified Ads
Manager
Ad Production
Manager
Stop by The Murray
State News advertising ·
office, 1st floor of
Wilson Hall to apply.

Breathitt said. "We are attempting to do
in four months what it would U5ually
take a year to accomplish with seasoned
artists."
Everyone is invited to hear Thomas

speak. Admission is free, but donations will
be accepted. All donations will help cover
Thomas· travel costs and the cost of the
bust. Donation boxes also have been set up
in Sparks Hall and the Curris Center.

CfilNA &Uff€T

10°/o Off
All You Can Eat Buffet ·------------·
: For Senior Citizens :
I

Full Service including:
• 15 Tanning Beds
• Receive free packet of
(also 2 upgrades)
tanning lotion w/purchase
of Unlimited Tanning
• I 2 min. Sundash Radios
Stand-Up Urul

I

FreshFood bar, Salad bar, Dessert Bar, & Soft Serve Ice Cream

I

OPEN10:30
DAILY
a.m.- 10

1

& MSU Students

1

1

W/ I.D.
Everday

•

• Mon.- Thur.:
p.m.
• Frl. & Sat.: 10:30 a.m.- 10:30 p.m.
• Sun.: 10:30 a.m.- 9:30p.m.

I
I
I

I

I
I
I

·------------·

600 N, 12th §t. (Next door •o Radio Shack)
Central Shopping Center · Murray
~fll!!ll!!l!
(270) 753-8916
NOW ACCEPTING: ~----

~

The Brother& of Lambda Chi Alpha would like to invite the
following ladies to our &choolboy I &choolgirl cru&h dance
on April i! at g p . m . - - - - - - - - Abby Badcu
Alex.ina Churette
Alissa Volp
Amu.a-..da Armstrong
Ama-.-..da Carter
Amanda Edn-..onsqn
Amanda Ross
Amanda Roybal
Amber J ·lenderSon
Amber J .... orenzen
Amiee Clym<.!r
Amy Green
Amy Hille
Andrea Scott
Angela Johnson
Annie Crusf!
Annie Walk -..r
Ashley 13yle
Ash I ey 1.> av.is
Ashley l:>u,nn
Ashley l~:lliot.
Ashley Green
Ashley Meador
Ash ley rl"'<1cl1f!nbrock
Ashley "Whea t:ly
J3et:h Buchanon
13eth Jarboe
Beth Wjrrn.an
Bethany 'Wu lker
Brit.t:.n.ey T•:I"ei:nes
Brittney So~ell
Brooke J:>avis
Brooke I ·Ioofrnan

Brooke Royer
Curie Allen
Carissa Christ:.ian.
Carrie Corn.acch1o
Casa.:nd ra Sa.sch.eul
Cusey Gur1n.els
Ct.u~ey .Jenkins
Cat hcrin.e Austin
Chulyse Skylar
Christie Foley
€hristina C lark
Christine Brannen
Courtney Flood
Courtney Rutledge
Crystal Hutchito;on
Dana Starnes
Dawn. .Johnson
E.A. 1.:.:.1 an.cock
Elizabeth 1-la"W'kin.s
\Elizabeth Skees
Exn..Iee Norvel
Erin Richards
Ginger Smith
G'i nny .J en. kin s
Heat:h.er Collins
Heidi Ji-J ol mes
J a<'--rkie Kort: z
Jackie Thomas
Jamie Bell
Jamie Roach
tlanna Fur~es
J ennif'cr Johnso n

Jennifer Mart in
Kristin Epperson Nikki Key
J en.n.if'cr O .l iver io
Kristin J "ones
Rach.el McClean
enn./ Ora
...-----~-""--...sty Tid-weJJ
,ftachel Rodgers
.J'C!'nny Moss
ane I::>enn.ison.
/ Rachel Skip"W'ort:h
Jessica Carrico
Laura Book
Rachel Walker
.J..,ssica Town_
Laura Hurt:
Rebecca Fra.nci~:t
.Jo Pritchard
Laura Pendleton
Rebecca O"'Daniel
.Jodi Mart.in
Lat..Ira Sheppard
Rebekah. Christman.
~ulie I -IofCnr n
La ur e.n Jones
Jlobi:n 1~1 ill

~!~ ~r:c;,;-;
Kara Coc ~
Ka en Stohl

~:::;:e~o~~=:.d

:::.:-;..l~:~•ill

Leah Koster
Sara 'l::>rak<}
Lindsey Manni~ S¥-ra Schmitt
Kuri. Luecke
Lindsey Thomas
Sara Williamson
Kati Luecke
Lizzy Donnho~er Safah ':Bailey
Katie Kanowski
Lynn. Carlisi~
Sarah ,l>o"""ell
Katie Kox1ra.d
Maega.n Mathis
Sarah Weaver
Kut:ie Wilson
Maria Alonte
Sh.an.n.on Ozarus
Kee~ha Bridgeman M .uri.u Brock
Sha'ti'J.:& Kline
Kellen 'Rush
Megan Cain'
Sha.un.a ~ushi:ng
Kelly 'l..">rane
Megan Lafollette
Stacy Stevens
Kelly 1lee.ves
M egan Tapp ,~-.-·~·"~....-... Stephan.~e Mcl:>aniels
:Kte:n.nette Cleaver
Melanie Lan:amer Su1n.rner Moser
Kiki Cunnin.gha.p-t
Melissa Baron
Tara 1~~~et:t
Kim Cappa
Melissa Dyke
Toni I<.rt:txn
Kirn l ...uecke
Melis:sa Green
Traci llu.ck
Kin:a. Moceri
Mcredit:n Gat:cs
Veroniqa F"ly
'K.iJn Morris
Merri J~eson
Wendy Davis
I<ri s Ann Kai$er
Messa O.lah..
Whitney Br~dlc::y
Krissy 1-:>abbert:
Michelle Houser
Wh.it:ney Bushart
Krista Ger·man.
Mindee Allen
Whi~ey Coleman
Kristen Pyle
Nicole Dorian
W"hit:.ney Vincent;

.. .

I

.-
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Extravaganza
gives faith to
non-believer
By nature. I have always considered myself

a purveyor of peace. I'm not necessarily quick
to anger. and in the event of a confrontation,
I'm usually one to advise the people involved
to leave their fists out of it.
I can't believe I have lied to myself for this
long.
I attended my first hockey game Saturday in
Nashville. As I rarely • scratch that • never,
volunteer to auend a sporting event of any
variety, I found myself traveling wilh my
friend and co-worker Emily because her
boyfriend was unable to attend.
All in all, it worked out fine. Because, as I
found out. hockey isn't really a sport.
It's a multimedia extravaganza.
First of all, as we raced through traffic to
make it to the game an hour early, I found out
the necessity for such a prompt arrival.
Mike Dunham Bobblehead Night.
For readers unaware of the bobblehead
industry, as was l. a bobblehead doll (in this
case, anyway) takes the perSona of a hockey
player. The doll, generally made of plastic or
a more breaJ..:able substance, IS de~igned to sit
still on a desk, table. generally any flat surface, while the head of said sports doll ... well
... bobbles. The first 10.000 people to arrive at
the game receive a free bobblehead doll on
Bobblehead Night, making an early arrival at
the event a necessity.
I•
When we arrived at
the Gaylord Entertainment Center. the multitiered building provided
an atmosphere comparable to a concert. Concession stands, a store
hawking
Nashville
Predator goods and snocone stands littered the
bottom noor, as well as
a crowd surrounding the
much-coveted
ATM
machine.
But that wasn't
even the beginning.
LOREE
When 1 finally got
STARK
situated with my six"'I think I've dollar cheeseburger and
three-dollar beverage,
truly discov- the lights dimmed a
ered the first minute before the game
began.
spectator
Two
spotlights
made circles on the
sport.
floor, and lo and behold.
a giant white and blue
ball fell. by rope, from
ceiling.
Upon
the
descent,
the
ball
revealed itself to be
"Gnash," the official mascot for the Predators.
Let' s see that at a basketball game.
As the game began, not surprisingly, I was
a lillie lost. No mauer, because every spectator at a Nashville Predators game receives a
player· ~ guide which includes several diagrams describing the plays and the referee
calls.
Not that any of that is really of any importance at a hockey game. Because, as it seems
to me. hockey' s really just all about the fights .
Not only did I find myself cheering like a
madman at the crowd's whim. making "fang
fingers" with the most hardcore of Predators
fans and shouting obscenities at the other
teum. I also found my list involuntarily shooting in the a1r every time two players made
contact for more than a second and a half.
In hockey. sitting in the penalty box isn't
equivalent to a time out. It's a badge worn by
the offending hockey player. The only thing
that's better is if they get the sticks involved.
1 discovered early on that there is a ISminute intermission between each of the three
periods of play. This time off for the players
is used for such intellectually- stimulating
events like ' 'Windex' s Fan on the Glass,"
where a giant bottle of Windex picks two people and takes them to seats by. you guessed it,
the glass. All of this. of course, to the dancefriendly tune of "Movin · on Up."
When the Windex bottle isn't becoming a
cleaning agent personified. or a giant can of
Edge ~having gel isn't shooting off foam-like
bits into the crowd. a Kiss Cam pans the audience looking for appropriate victims to mug
for the camera.
All of this is broadcast on four huge TV
screem. dropped from the center of the ceiling,
complete with :>mall bursts of pyrotechnics at
the operator's whim and whimsy.
I now firmly believe that anyone seeking
world domination need look no further than
the position of the person who operates the
giant TV setup at hockey games. No matter
what the instruction. be it "Make some noise."
"Clap your hands'' or "Kidnap your state senator by whatever means necessary," the crowd
abided. And so did 1.
I think I've truly discovered the first spectator sport.
By the time the game had ended. I had witnes,ed two lights. the mascot pouring beer
down someone's pants and placed my vote for
"Fan of the Night.''
And I think the Predator~ won. too.

Sports T.alk

"

Loree Swrk is editor in chief of "The Murray
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MSU earns NCAA Air Rifle Championship
BY CHRIS J UNG
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
Regardless of being the last
team to sneak into the 2002
NCAA Rifle Championships.
Murray State placed first in the
air rifle competition, fourth in
the smallbore competition and
fourth overall in the team competition with a total score of
6193.
"Once we got in, we didn't
want to take anything for granted," Head Coach Diana Stone
said. "We JUSt wanted to go in,
have fun and shoot as well as we
could."
For almost two decades the
team has established itself as a
virtual lock in the NCAA championships. However, after 21
consecutive appearances. this
year's squad had to wait in

anguish to see whether or not its
6168 aggregate score would
allow it to qualify and punch its
ticket to yet another title opportunity.
"There is just so much pressure to qualify." Stone said in
reference to the team's qualifying history. "We didn't want to
be known as that first team that
didn't make it."
Murray State placed three
shooters on the All-American
Team, which raised the team's
all-time total to 122 members to
receive that particular prestige.
One of those honorees was
sophomore Morgan Hicks, who
received recognition in both
smallbore and air rifle on the
National Rine Association AUAmerican First Team. Hicks finished eighth individually in the
smallbore with an 1162 and

eleventh in air rifle with a 384,
giving her an aggregate score of
1546.
"After I made (All-American
Team) last year, 1 knew that I
wanted the honors again," Hicks
said. "This year it was just like
the icing on the cake."
Hicks was joined by freshman
Robert Purdy. who received first
team honors in air rifle and
placed eighth in the air rifle
competition. and freshman Crystal Dove, who earned honorable
mention All-American for smallbore.
MSU hosted the event for the
seventh time. more then any
other team in the competition's
history. which put the squad at a
definite advantage heading into
competition.
"It felt like just another practice out there," Hicks said. "It

helps when you're u~ed to the
temperature and the lighting and
the small things that make a difference."
Stone said the hosting was a
tribute to MSU's facilities.
"We have one of the best collegiate ranges," Stone said.
"Other teams and coaches really
enjoy coming here to shoot."
The home-range advantage
boosted MSU to a fJISt·place finish in the air rifle portion of the
competition with an aggregate
score of 1556. Purdy led the
team with a 392 out of a possible
400, followed by Hicks' 39 I.
senior J .T. Hearn's 387 and
Dove's 386.
MSU was not as successful in
the smallbore. The squad placed
fourth in that section with a
4637. Hicks was the high scorer
with a 1171. That fin ish allowed

three-time defending champion
Alaslca-Fairbanks to move ahead
in the standings as the Nanooks
captured their fourth-consecutive NCAA championship.
"With the way that they practice and the way that they prepare. they deserve to win it,"
Stone said. "They live and
breathe rifle."
With the exception of Hearn.
three of the four competitors
from the team competition will
return for the 2003 season. keeping the expectation~ high.
"They definitely met my
expectations for this year." Stone
said. "However. there will be
higher expectations next year."
Hicks agreed.
"We were really happy with
our scores,'' Hicks said. "But I
think this group can definitely
see success down the road."

Spring football practice kicks off for MSU
BY JusTIN McGILL
SPORTS EDITOR

Spring practice for NCAA
football has begun. and Murray
State Head Coach Joe Pannunzio is ready to lead another Murray State team to a turnaround.
After watching the Racer basketball team follow a 9- LI stan
by winning 10 of its final 12
games and the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament, Pannunzio
said his team should have the
ability to do the same in 2002.
"The type of season they had
to start off with, and to turn it
around, set the tone for our
kids," Pannunzio said. "We can
do the same thing. I'm excited
about where we're at."
The Tampa Bay Buccaneers
contacted Pannunzio during the
OVC tournament and asked him
to interview for a position on
their coaching staff. Pannunzio
said he turned the interview
down because of his excitement
about the upcoming season.
''[ thought about it for a day or
two, but I just couldn't do it,"
Pannunzio said. "I'm more
excited about the type of kids
we have and the support we
have from the administration.
More important than that, I want
to prove to myself that I can win
here."
Practice began Sunday afternoon and will run through April
20. with sesstons scheduled for
each Wednesday, Friday and
S.unday afternoon and Saturday
morning.
Pannunzio intends to do some
things differently in practice
than he has done in his previous
two seasons here.
"For the first time since I've
been coaching, we're going to
make the quarterback live in
scrimmages," Pannunzio said.
.. (Junior quarterback) Stewart
(Childress) is n whole different
kid than he was last year at this
point in time, but we're going to
open it up and let them get after
him a little bit."
Childress said the new philosophy is beneficial for everyone.

Jenny Hahn/The News

(From left): Murray State junior linebacker Bobby Sanden , sophomore defensive end Greg Blake and sophomore defensive end Dylan
Evans Une up for a driU during football practice Wednesday. The spring practice period, which lasts until April 20, began Sunday.
"A lot of times, whenever I
know I'm not going to get hit in
a drill, I see myself on film
slacking off because l know
nothing·~ around the corner."
Childress said. "Knowing that
guys have the opportunity to hit
me makes me !>tay on my toes
and makes me play a little hard·
er. I'm really glad (Pannunzio)
decided to do that."
Dodging defensive players
will be drastically different for
Childress this year since he
missed spring practices last year
while recovering from an injury.
"If you're a real athlete. you
hate to stand there and watch the
team practice," Childress said.

"This spring is great. l' m
healthy. I feel really good and
it's valuable for me to come out
here and get as many reps as
possible. Plus. me and the guys
in the huddle get to know each
other that much better, so it's
really beneficial."
Pannunzio said the team will
focus heavily on executing
punts. Senior punter Brian
Bivens had three punts blocked
last season. all of which were
crucial in losses.
"That's the most embarrassing thing that happened to us
la~l year," Pannunzio said.
"That's the first thing we started
with in spring practice. One of

the things is that Brian was a little slow, but I don't think I did a
good enough job of coaching
our kids to do it right every
time."
Another area of focus this
:;pring is the defensive line.
which was vacated by few experienced players last season.
Eleven transfers will give the
Racers plenty of depth.
"It doesn't take a rocket scien·
tist to see that it looks a little bit
different down there. but it's
going to look a whole lot different in the fall," Pannunzio said.
Senior defensive lineman
James Bridges said the current
linemen need to create unity that

the transfers can blend in to
when they arrive in the fall.
"When they get here. it's
going to be a whole lot better,"
Bridges said.
Pannunzio said the new-look
defense will play the biggest
role in helping the Racers
improve on last season· s A-6
record.
"For the lirst time since I've
been here, we're g01ng to have
guys that should be good
enough to compete for u" at this
level and play some pretty good
defense." PannunLio said. ''Getting that chemistry and molding
them together is going to be the
most critical thing.''

Thoroughbreds win two against Morehead State
BYTIM

ALSOBROOKS

STAFF WRfTER

About the only thing to dampen the Thor·
oughbreds' spirits lately has been the rain. since
they have won six of their last seven. including
two out of three last weekend against Morehead
State' at home.
The three-game ~ries saw the 'Breds lose
lhe ftrSt game 21-4. but they managed to win
the next two by scores of 8-6 and 6-2 to begin
the Ohio Valley Conference season on a posi·
tive note.
Head Coach Mike Thieke said the team is
clicking on all cylinders and hopes the momentum will carry over to the series against Southeast Missouri St.ate this weekend in Cape
Gir..lrdeau.
''We feel better about everything now and are
continuing to play with higher confidence."
Thieke said. "We hope to ride the wave into the
weekend series with SEMO."
MSU ha.~ been criminal on the base paths
lately. The 'Breds are leading the OVC in
stolen bases.
"Stealing bases is a big part of our offense,
and to generate runs. either you hit home runs.
or you maneuver runners around the bases \\ith
hits. bunts and steals," Thieke said.
Junior pitcher Craig Ringwald gave up five
hits and two rum. while strilong out seven in
eight innings of the third game. Senior desig-

nated hitter Andy Maz1ier went 2-2. with a
homer and three RBis in the rubber game.
Junior first basemen Brett McCutchan said
the team showed stamina by coming back and
winning the series.
"After a loss like that in the first game, we
really showed something coming back and winning two in a row," McCutchan said. "We are
getting it done with timely hits, good pitching
and good defense."
McCutchan said the top of the b:>.tting order
prov1ded a much needed spark in game two.
"(Second baseman Todd) Satterfield came in
and gave us a spark on the ba.-;es, and the stolen
bases have been adding to our game,"
McCutchan said.
The only detriment during the recent ~tretch
\\a., having to spend Spring Break watching
two games get canceled because of rain.
Weather also postponed Tue,day's game
agamst Western Kentucky.
"Il sort of breaks our rhythm not geuing to
play. especially when you're playing with confidence like we our now," McCutchan said.
The team travels to SEMO for a three-game
serie~ starting today, and Th1eke wanL-. to keep
rolling.
"We are going in with good he:l.lth and a
good ~tretch of playing well. so it should be
jenny Hahn/Th£' News
exciting." Thieke said.
The next home game for MSU is Tuesday M urray Sta te junior third baseman Ronnie Seets t hrows to first base
against Indiana Southeast at 2 p.m.
du r ing the Thoroughbred s' 6-2 win Sunday over Morehead State.
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Robert Purdy,
organ H ides

RObert Purdy
and Morgan
Hicks are in this

Llflllll•ll 7

week's Racer
~rtUght.

l

Purdy, fresh-

man for the rifle
team, was namt>d
to the National
Rifle Association
All-American
First Team for air

rifle.
Purdy shot a
team-best 392 out
of a possible 400
in the air rifle
compeqtion to
lead MSU to first
lace in air rifle.
Hicks, sophomore on the rifle
team, was named
to the NRA AllAmerican First
eam in both air
rifle and small-

'

bore.
Hicks shot sec·
oild in air rifle
~With a 391 and led
~with an 1171
in smaUbore to
help MSU place
fourth overall in
the team competition.

Fastfact
On April21
2000, Connecticut
(36-1) raced to a
71-6lead and

victory over Tenessee(33-4)for
the NCAA women's championship.in
Nadelphia. The
victory avenged
UConn''S only
r~lar season

loss to the Lady

............
......
....
--1
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'Breds take two from Bethel,
stretch win streak to four
The Thoroughbreds won their third and
fourth games in a row with a Mar. 16 doubleheader sweep of Bethe113-4 and 6-1.
In the first game, MSU displayed its
run-scoring abilities by posting three
runs in the first inning, five runs in the
third inning and five more in the sixth to
get the 13-4 victory. Senior shortstop
Mike Voyles led the charge, going 3-for4 with a home run, two runs scored and
two RBis. Senior Todd Satterfield also
contributed to the barrage with another
3-for-4 performance, including three
runs scored and two RBis. Sophomore
right-hander Kyle Perry (2-2) pitched
five innings and allowed two earned
runs and four hits for the victory.
In the second game, MSU picked up
the sweep with a 6-1 win. Senior right
fielder Billy Moore went 2-for-2 with two
RBis and sophomore second baseman
John David Thieke was 1-for-3 with two
runs scored and two RBis. Three errors
by the Bethel defense accounted for the
remaining runs for MSU. Junior left-hander Gordon Dugan (1-0) pitched two hitless innings in relief to pick up his first
victory.

South Florida.
In the first match, senior Nikola Aracic
quickly defeated Jose Pastrello in the No. 1
singles 6--2, 6--1. In the No. 2 singles, freshman Freddy Sundsten beat Yuri Mantilla
6-3, 6-4, while junior Thiago Gondim
defeated Adrian Nakayama 7-5, 6-2 in the
No.3 singles. MSU's bottom three aU won
in straight sets. Sophomore Alex Hoyem
beat Trads Thompson in No. 4 singles,
sophomore Zakaria Bahri downed
Napoleon Peralta in No. 5 singles and
junior Mike Schmidbauer beat B.J. Grant
in No. 6 singles, all by a 6-0 score.
The doubles portion was also dominated by MSU. Aracic and Sundsten teamed
to beat Nakayama and Pastrello 8-1 in
the No. 1 doubles. In the No. 2 doubles,
Gondim a nd Hoyem beat Mantilla and
Thompson 8-0 and the Bahri and
Schmidbauer duo beat Peralta and Frank
Gildhorn 8-3 in the No. 3 doubles.
Victories did not come as easily
against nationally ranked South Florida.
The men's squad squandered all six singles matches and two out of three doubles matches. MSU did escape with one
victory when Aracic and Sundsten won
the No. 1 doubles over Paco Antelo and
Uli Kiendi 8-6.

Women's tennis team's streak
Men's tennis splits Spring Break snapped by BYU-Hawaii
matches with Sl Leo, USF
The women's tennis team hit a bump
The men's tennis team split its Spring
Break trip through Florida with a 7-0 win
against St. Leo and a 0-7 defeat at No. 23

OVC Baseball
Standings

in the road and had its winning streak
broken with a Mar. 21loss to NCAA Div.
If No.2 Brigham Young-Hawaii.

· OVC Baseball
Schedule

Racer Athletic
Schedule

Mu. l '

Murray State
Tennessee-Martin
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Illinois
Austin Peay
StMO

:Vols.

2-1

2-l
2-1

1-2
1-2
1-2

0-0
0-0

T~loliiin 0 ~skrt'

Uhnoio (DH),

12nCI<>I'I
l!o~ttnn Ktntu<ky 0 Mu"'lw•d St•te (DH),

I pm.
Murray St.a~ 0 SEMO !DH), 2 p m,
~ •• 311

T-M~nin 0 uilmllllJnol..<. 1 p.~

l'!.>stml Kentucky e Mutti>Hd SUtr. I p m.
Murray Stotr e 5£M0, I p m.
W..t•m MidtlganOTenMNteTech (DH),l

p.m.
11VAntvllt.. 0 AU$1m P\'oy, 2 p.m.
~•• 21

Wnt<m Midu&on e t - l o c h , 1 p.m.
E"anovlllee AU>Iln P~a-.·, 2 p m.

BaHball
Today 0 SEMO (Dii), 2 p.m.
S.turday@SEMO,l p.m.
Wl'dnl!!iday vs. IU-Southeast. 2 p.m.
Mtn'1Tenni1
Wednesday vs. T~ State,
2:30p.m.

The squad was defeated in all nine
games, including six singles matches and
three doubles matches. Sophomore Melissa
Spencer lost in No. 1 singles to Petra Gaspar 6-1, 6-1. Senior Kerry Lea-Glass, freshman Jaclyn Leeper, senior Maria Alonte,
freshman Jennifer Ward and junior
Annette Steen were all defeated in singles
play.
In doubles action, Glass and Sp encer
fell at No. 1 doubles to Gaspar and Tagifano So'onalole-Taosoga 8-0. Leeper and
junior Cheryl Graham lost in No. 2 doubles and Alonte and Steen were defeated
in the No. 3 doubles.

Men's golf finishes tied for
eighth at EKU Spring Classic
The men's golf team shot a second
round 297 Monday to move up from
their 12th place round-one standing to
finish eighth in the 19-team tournament.
MSU was led by senior Alex Sundsten's two-round score of 150, which
placed him in a tie for 20th, eight shots
behind individual winner Sam Covitz of
Eastern Kentucky. Senior Matt Stark finished tied for 25th with a 151, and freshman Kyle Congdon placed 35th with a
153. Freshman Blake Darnell tied for 40th
with a 154, and junior Brandon Henson
capped off the MSU golfers with 158,
p lacing him 70th.
MSU's score of 608 was good enough
for an eighth-place tie with IUPUI and 23
strokes beh ind tournament winner Eastern Kentucky.

Women's golf wins tourney at
Jacksonville State University
The Murray State women's golf team
took the lead in round one and never
looked back with a 639 to capture the
Jacksonville State University Chris Banister Classic in Jacksonville, Ala.
MSU shot a meet-best 314 in the first
round and outshot New Orleans by three
strokes on Tuesday to complete the victory.
Junior Stephanie Baskey tied for second
with a 155, which was just one shot behind
individual winner Tamara Munsch of Middle Tennessee State. Sophomore Cuyler
Hedley finished in fifth will\ a 156 after
leading the first round. junior Kelly Wren
placed 11th with a 161, senior Megan Rees
tied for 28th with a 168 and sophomore
Nikki Orazine finished 34th with a 170.

Awards banquet for 2001-2002
MSU basketball team scheduled
The Murray State Racers will host its
annual awards reception Thursday.
The reception will be held in the Curris
Center Ballroom at 7 p.m. and is free to the
public. Reservations must be made prior
to the event, however. Complementary
desserts and drinks will be served before
the announcement of awards and the presentation of the 2002 team highlight film.
Reservations can be made through the
basketball office at (270)762-6804.

Sports Briefly is compiled by Assistant Sports
£,iitor G~ris ftmg.

Intramural Volleyball
Standings

Mr n'•Colf
Monday-Tu~ay 0

Amoco Ultimate Coli lntrrcolleglatt' (St. Louis).

TBA

Fntl!mltiu
lambda Chi Alph.1
Alpha Sigma Ph1
Alpha Gamma Rho
Pi Kappa Alpha
StgmaChi
Si~c~ma Pi
Alpha Sigma Phi B
Ulmbda Chi Alph.t B
Alpha Tau Omtga
Si~ l'fli Epsikm

Residential College
Women's Golf
Monday·Tuesday 0 Southwest Missour! State Invitational. TBA
Men's and Womtn'l Outdoor Track
Saturday 0 SEMO Invitational, TBA

Men
Hester
White
Clark
Rl'genb

5-0

s-o
3-2
2-2

Women'a Tennis
S..turday 0 Tmncs.-.ee Tech. I p.m.
Tudday vs. TenntSSI!I! Martin. 2

Womtn
Hart A
Regents
White
Hoster

p.m

ClArk

3..3

Wed ~\~!$day w. Tenl'lt'SSee State, 2:30
p.m .

Rlchnumd
Springer

3-4

Sororities
Alpha Omi~"Ton Pi
Alpha Sigma AlphJ
Sf11ma Sigma Sigma
1.'ht Hmon1 ~Otm

5-0
5-1
4-2
3-2

4-0
4-0
5-1
3-1

.... .H
IIU14
EICU 12

....

...... 2

...

~~13
SEM03
APSU 18
IITSU 0

M.-.D

EICUI
ERJI

... a.a
EKUS

BU4
(C..TwoJ

.........
IISUI

ICIIneTwal

Uf-Martllt10

iJ1U 0

cc- Gael

TTU 13

Uf-lllrtiiO
ra- twJ

3-2
2-.;1
1· 3
1-4

1-4
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5·0
4 ·1
ool·l
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SMSS
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APSUO
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The Brothers of

L<l> E would like to welcome the r A class!

••
••
OzgunAklnd

Aaron Dall

.
'

Ben Roger•
Bill Benjamin

.lame• McKee
Jeff Hende...on
Kevin Spengler
Kyle Mullaney
Logan Baker

Evan Hender•on

Mike Mclirlevy

&reg Coul•on

Nick Burklow

Bobby !itlnnet:t:

Ryan Dillingham

news
Now accepting applications
for the following Editorial
Board positions for the
2002-2003 school year:
Associate Editor
News· Editor
College Life Editor
Opinion Editor
Chief Copy Editor
Sports Editor
Advertising Manager
Online Editor

Deadline for all applications is
Wednesday, April 3 at 3 p.m.
I
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Rowing loses first
two races of spring
8 Y TIM AlSOBROOKS
STAFF WRITER

The Murray State women's rowing team lost two races to
Drake in its first spring competition March 16 at Lake Barkley.
The team raced one varsity eight race and one novice eight
race against Drake, which wac; a change in plans from what it
normally races.
Cold weather and choppy water forced both the varsity and
novice teams to run just three-minute races.
Head Coach Jenny Hengehold said her team did a good job
considering the weather.
"The water was very rough. and it was cold, so both teams
decided to change plans on the races we would run," Hengehold said.
The varsity team. led by senior coxswain Margaret Semrau.
ran an eight boat race of four minutes up the river and two minutes back down.
"We only had about two or three days of water time in our
practices since we've had colder weather now than anytime
this winter c;o far." Hengehold said. ''Based o n that, our performance was pretty good; Drake just managed to pull ahead of
us."
Freshman Candace Wallace said the weather forced a change
in plans from the originaJ races.
"We ran for three minutes in the eight boat, which differs
from an eight-minute, 2000-meter race we usually compete in
during a novice race,'' Wallaae said.
Because an eight-person boat is easier to control than a fourperson boat. both reams chose to go with the eig ht-person boat
to lower risks.
'The four boat is harder to balance: one slighr move can
cause a tip or change of direction," Wallace said...You have to
have much more unity and timing in the four boat than the
eight."
Because of recent rains and cooler weather. practices and
water time were affected, and different techniques of practicing
were implemented.
"We've been on the indoor rowing machine, running laps
and doing some :.trength exercises to stay in shape," Wallace
said. "But nothing compares to actual water time and getting to
compete."
The next race for the team will be the Racer Regatta on April
6 at the Cherokee Park rowing site near Aurora.
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Season successful despite NCAA loss
BY CHRIS JUNG
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

If someo ne would have told the
200 1-02 Murray State men's basket·
ball team back in January that its
greatest disappointment of the season
would be a season-ending loss in the
first round of the NCAA Tournament
to Georgia, the team members probably would have been amused. That
was exactly the case, however, two
weeks ago as the Racers were defeated 85-68 by the Bulldogs from UGA.
That disappointment did not mean
the season was not a success.
" Any time you make it to the
NCAA Tournament, your season is
considered a success," Assistant
Coac h Chris Woolard said. "Regardless of what your record is."
The fans' thoughts of any type of
postseason to urnament were cast
away at the end of January when
MSU lost six in a row, had a 9- 11
record and was slipping toward the
bottom o f the Ohio Valley Conference
"That bad stretch that we had really gave us a chance to come together
as a team," Woolard said. "(Head
Coach Tevester Anderson) really ral·
lied the troops and let the guys know
that they had to play with a purpose ."
The Racers found their purpose
and realized that some changes needed to be made. t>ne Racer who found
his purpose was j unior guard Kevin
Pasche l. Paschel, who was referred
to as one of the team's •·true leaders"
by Anderson, took a more vocal ro le
after MSU's loss to last-place Eastem Kentucky.
" I really got on lhe guys and
myself," Paschel said. •·1 told them
that I had never been on a losing
team and that we had to stop being so

selfish."
Selfishness was a main point that
Anderson and his staff would touch
on at the 6:30 a.m. practice the Monday after the loss to EKU.
"When you play the Thursday-Saturday schedule, you traditionally use
Sunday and Monday to get your legs
back." Woolard said. " However.
after that loss to EKU, Coach T didn' t yell or berate the team. He simply
came in and told the guys that he· d
see them Monday morning at 6:30
a.m."
The Racers got back to the fundamentals and attempted to relearn how
to play as a team.
"We approached it as a chance to
make our team better," Paschel said
in response to the morning practices.
''Coach (Anderson) was real honest
with us. He told us that we were a
good team. but that we couldn't be
selfish. We had to become one."
The Racers did j ust that.
Murray State reeled off 10 wins in
its next 12 games, including the OVC
Championship.
The roller-coaster season ended.
however, with a tough loss to Georgia. a game MSU rolled to a 25- 11
first-half lead. Led by senior guard
Justin Burdine's 2 1 po ints and
sophomore forward Cuthbert Victor's 23 points and eight rebounds.
the Racers scared the Bulldogs. A
· stronger Georgia team prevailed.
however, ending the season for the
Racers and the careers of Burdine
and senior forward Rod Thomas.
"The guys were prepared to play
that game." Woolard said. "We made
a few decisions in the second half
that we normally don' t make. Bur we
were very, very prepared."
Now, as the 2002-2003 squad prepares for a new season. the di sap-

pointing finish to an exciting season
will be used as motivation.
"We've got to carry over this
year's mentality to next season,"
Woolard said. "For everyone except
for J ustin ( Burdine), the NCAA
Tournament wac; a first-time deal.
We will definitely use the loss and
the week as a learning experience."
Burdine •s career as a Racer is
complete, and he made his presence
known. Burdine reached the LOOOpoint plateau and was the team' s
leading scorer in his fi nal year. ayeraging 20.4 points per game and converting 99 3-point field goals.
Junior center James Singleton
became the tirst Racer since Popcye
Jones to average a double·double
with 12.2 points and lO. I rebounds
per game to go along with 63
blocked shots. Sophomore Cuthbert
Victor improved his game and fi nished the year averaging 11.7 points
and 7.3 rebounds per game, while
junior forward Antione Whelche l
became the team's best defender to
accompany his 11.8 points per game.
Junior guard Kevin Paschel established himself as a true poin t guard
and finished with 124 assists on the
year.
Along with the mentioned four,
j unior guard C hris S humate will
return healthy with sophomore guard
Rick Jones and freshman guard Mark
Borders to improve the Racers' depth
and shooting.
"You can never let guys get too
comfortable in their spots,'' Woolard
said. "All of the starting jobs should
open up. forcing the guys to compete
for them. That will only make our
team better...
Anderson was scheduled to attend
this weekend's NCAA Final Four
and was unavailable for comment.

Murray State Racers
2001·2002 Statistics
Points

Per Game

1. Justin Burdine
l. James Singleton
3. Antione Whelchel
4. Cuthbert Victor

20.4
12.2
11.8
11.7

Rebounds Per Game
1. James Singleton
Cuthbert Victor
3. Antione Whekhel
4. Andi Hornig

10.1

~

7.3
6.9

4.8

Assists Per Game
l. Kevin Paschel
2. Antione Whelchel
3. Justin Burdine
4. Cuthbert Victor

3.8
3.2

2.5
1.8

Field Goal Percentage
1. James Singleton
2. Cuthbert Victor
3. Antonio Henderson
4. Justin Burdine

59..7
54.7
43.9
43.1

3-Point Percentag~
(minimum 50 attempts)
l. Antonio Henderson
2. Justin Burdine
3. Antione Whelchel
4. Kevin Paschel

39.3
37.4
27.0
26.4

Source: GoRacers.com
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rt-n•l\crl\ ln>talk'l.l for k-,., tlun S~lOO.
Clll o;()l ~~·07(1!1 or 1·86&39A·.Hi'~

PERSONALS
AI>~ Cl.l'B ~ThJnk.' ltll .all nt ynw lwnl
work tha~ 'emestl'r. Tilt' 1-K'l<ak I~ almn-.t
<lone. We n~-.1 prcl•t:lllo:r:<! Plc:3'" t;~lk hl
Gill d ynu are lnt<·re~~cJ

~IL:I>L'o!TS~ Place .a per;oJllll ;ad t<Xby1
HL••;t::d ~our "-"""' cru.,h, wi'lh .5<"ll11eOflC

a happy hi:ththy, or ju"" 11:1)' hc:llo! M.lke
M>mrone',. 1lly hy

~allln)l 76lM7R.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Fraternlt.le,.,
llorurltle~J,
Clubs,
Student GrouP" . P.Jrn $!0l')(}..S2000 th"
~rnC>otcr ,.,..h the c:>•Y t-:..mp~undr:l"·
cr (:om thn:e hour fundraL,In,g .:n·nc.
Do<-:; h<)! i!Mll\e crnl1t c;ud a.ppllCI·
uon•. Fundr:11"nR d.ttl!ll arc filling
1Juk"kly, '<> <":111 tothy' C«<tlct Campu.:;tundrJi"><·r.com ut 111!18) 9l;l·}lj8 vr v1'1t
"W\1> ~.·.unpusfun,lr:aher ..-r>m.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
1.:\c ERY():-.IE ne<.-d<. ,l,u<:.! N.>n .,upplymg
lhcm and nuke monc.1· We· <=.10 hdp!
Hundn:U.' u( Lug" to !lm~lls:uC!fa~>d <"U~·
lOIII<:". 0..'<1> ~b(><." Company, 1~)2819()2

MW\1ttL S.~ NEW St!l'PR U:MUER·
MATfl 2000. Lug~:r l'Upadtlc•, mmc
opllun' M~mtf.l<·tun·r nf IUWrnlll•.
eUI(cr'a ;anJ
>k1d!kr, , Snrwood
~"mitt'l. 2~2 S<>nwll l>me, Rull.llo, NY
1422S. l.SOCJ.'!>7Jt.l3(i3. I!XT .300-N

t.:.,Ef) LnltiTY

POLE.'> fOR ~AtF_ Good

ccm<htHrn, ~l.ll50;S1,9'i0 per kxul-d<-11\ ·
<·~ C;all Win~to:a<ljtl..fi00-647-f>lll

I-IELP WANTED
liOKIZON CA\1PS .Arc you a uyn;tmk-,
O:O<'rf!t·tk, <"Oillpls.,lf>nalc, mOII>-ated
indi,•klwl lookinR for th<: E.'<P~ RIENC£
OF A UFETIME? If -;o then Horizon
Camp.~ b the pbtt for )"OU. Hun~on
Cump.~ L' m:&de up of five O~Tr\'1/J).
lNG Cn·l'<l 'ummcr t-amp>, '~'<.·k•nll
AMAZING "''fl tn work W1th INCRill>l ·
Al.f. k1<b 1\ltll(in!l In :l)!C Irom 7 to IS.
l.ot.~llt·d In NY. PA , Mil, amJ WV, pml ·
llc>ns .art ;ov;ul.lblo: 111 the arc:>• of l(t<•up
le~J•n!l, athletics. theatre-art>. water
outdoor educ:mon, und '" mu(h
more. fflf moll! inlol111;ltion ;and to com·
pk1e :tn mpplac:thon p1c:t:1e ~'OnlJ~, u•
WW\\ .hOrt7nrKamps.n>m
I ~JO-'S«·

"1,."''•
'i4~

MISCELLANEOUS
\11::DICARE

LS!Nli INHlti£R·
'>Aihuto:roi · Atrll\ tlnl • t ; nmbn .:nr 5o:rt"\cnt •Azmacor1·F10\cnt nnd Olh""'
H~\lnA DtffiCUit)~ lln:;llhe fa..,)" AWJtn.
PATII'.:,IT~

Medicare'~''''-'~ hquld ther~py m:.)· he:
.1v-~ll.:thlc: if )·uu quahfy M(D.A.SAVE I·
&JO..U·l-1':)19 c:\l.t(YIIUl.
lO,\:'\~ :1:\ lolW :u 5.7~6
tioc>d or h~d .reditl Rcfln;tnc<:,
'·"" out, cnmr.Kr for dc:c:d, "'"·'"lic.I.J·
IK>n C:.dl P"l l:":lllJ, l),,,·ount ,\lnllAJf(<."
Sm.rn: ol u>ut"all..- 1-86<> ·•?l·ltltll ,

\IORTt,AliE
h~.:Jt

FOR

SALE

Hl Y F,\t.IOKY DIRFCT \\OI.fl' TAN ·
Nl'llo liED' Pa\ tn<"OI~ Fmm 2~ month
rREP. Cnlllr (: aulnl(. <".111 ToJ.a)' l·I:I0011-t!· l.llll ,,,.,."" np ,.,,1.1n.n•m

$.!SO a day pok n llal/banendlna.
Tr:llnlnl( pm,i<l~:d I-Al)()..l93-.Nf!S t•xt.
1(~1

!1"',..

Sl'.\1\li'R CA\IP JOIIS. Hdp Jllrl'
~otron!l. mJkc: lotdf>Ojl fracnd, un<l J..J~-ak
ln )Our ,...,... timd Giri S<.'oub of lo:m·
tuc·ki:lna now lnnfiA tm tldr Cn:"k
o\qu:uac Camp. 11\"Y l.:lke), and Camp
P..-nn~ royal l We.'lem KY I. A"L'Wnt
Oto<"<.lnt, !ioallnR O~tt"<.:t<>r W•llctlmnt
llllt·<tor 1WSI de.<.in:dl, General C:nun·
"-·lens, t:ouno;t:lorsllifej!uJrd.,, liuMne'"'
M.lluger, H...-.tllh SupcrviM>r lllN or
F\fl ). l~l\:..ll l>eno:tit.,, tun tr:!Jtllun' ,antl
pi•)IUI ltlllC"Phe"'! Appl~ nnltnt• at
\lo1.1WJI)"I!ir1~0UIL";Imp.,OfJ! nr l":llll~
7"'1 -5170, ext . 2.3-1

IIAVh A PO~ITIO~ TO flU.? C'.all ;112·
4478 l<xLty .t nd plate :1 t•l:a3.,1li<'<i .1d 10
nte \1urr.t)' StJ~ Nt-ws HELP WANTI!O
>cuinn' ~tuJcnt.- are :dw:1ys nnth~·lcx>k·

out for employment oppnctunll1t::.!
\lAKE SSS Ddt>cnn11 f\Oew Cln1, Van~.
;tnd RV"• I.Lx':tlly nr NJdonwade. IM yc.r~r•
or nl<ler Call fll!e 877·520-1007 ex~

zou,

RE YOUR O WN BOSSI CRST, one of th<:
nation·~

WA!I.I TO Ct:U:BRAlt SPRING? Oo II
from the: :~eJl oi 3 &ckht">e, Trat·khoe, or
Rulldnzcr Jutn <>Ur Tr:~ini"ll Pro~.

Gr<.'lll 0Jlll(lrtun.ty1 Gn:3l
fi66.432-H937

W~gcs!

Call 1·

0Rivt:R·H3Vt: Frell!ht·Nced Drivers!
Sl,'iOO SIJin·On llonu.s. Excellent Ilene·
fib, Oircu Dt:pt»ill, Tarp P.o~y, ""sijln<:\l
Convt:ntlonal yi\(1 ilitvco home. HOI).+41·
4271 c~t.·l':l13'1
DRIVERS EXPERIENCE the power of tnp
(XIY up IO 4jC :a lillie. 9()% no tOUdl
frd~. gn=at benefits & hometime ll'\A

Truck 800-2374642.

ORNFRS: Solns up to 36¢ Tc:~m:. up to
Contr:lcror Ate 311 mile..!~.,., Pur·
t:h:L'ot: (7.t:ttl uown). Burlington 1-llOO-·
'183-llROI), wwwpinhn~~:.rom

.jjl(,

DRIVERS·TRACTOR TRAILER New
Mood <.:onwnUonal Tr.u:ror:< Quality
Home Time Full 1\enef•l' Rc:gionll &
OTR Pn->otion.i. NO sn:OENTS, ARCTIC
EXPRESS Htlh;ard, OH 43026, 1-800-927·
o.l31 www a.r~tl<"t:Xprt::i..s.com
PAlO Cf>l TI(AINING 1!<.'1 po~t<l wh1lc
tr:lllllnl! lor pla,emc-nt with major tnKk•
11111 c:o•npany l!am hlj! money! Com·
monwealth Tru<k Onvinll Sc:hool. C~ll
rolllr=: 877·970·40-1~
WANNA Ill? A TRUCKER? No COL No
Prol>l.:m, 2 Wk Tr:~trung S_>.4.$42K Yr +
llc:neftl.,. MU.'Il he 21 <lf oldt:r Wllh ~

Valt<l

TMC, a.nd others hlrin11. '1\"cdcly horne
to~ avaibhle. Up to $900 weekly plw;
heneftt.• Call 1-800·309..0'192.

drivt:r.~

hem-..... 800-219-7593.

A NEW START! Gel your COL in IS <.llys
and t.'"Jm -40K yuur ltrst ye-Jr. No Money

Oown, Tr-.ln,pcmattnn.

LoO~tnA

and

Mds prnvldc<l Call 1-1!77·274· 71183.
ATIEJI<110N ORIVt:ll"-NO fXI'ERII!NCI!
.!'IF.CESSARY\ TMC Tr.tn,pon:uion need.,
dnver.. $6SO j!U:U~ntc<:\l wc:elcly. Pott'n·

tL•Ito am $900 rc:r w~'ek or more :1nd
>till l!CI home on weekend$~ For COL
lr.tlniOJI t<JII I-ROO-.zo6..7364.

ATTE.'I/TION 1 PAlO 1~- O:ly COL Tr:~in·
lnR. Dnvcr TrJ1n~• Net.-ded. Wemt:r.

l2r~~

1ruckload t-arrier•, if

o1T..-rtn11 a ~ase/pu "'ha.:k: prof(r.lm for
re.':J.m.• on '99 lnlt'malk)n.ll F..af(lo. $~
OOWN Paid TwiCe Wc.'C.'kly Run Rc.-woo:~1 or OTR Bumpcr to Bumf!Cf w-amnty
t.cw.· weekly p;~ymC'nlll Don't miss
oppnrtunlty Call 8oh or Tony Tncb~1 I·
800-553-2778, x 2Aj9 Job C.>de- KYST
CRST www.foin<.-r.;tcom F.OIL
UCDL TRAINING$~ I' Oay CI>L Tr:ain-

1011 Compa.mes HlrlnR Tocbyl E:lm up to

~ PbteJPemtlts!Fud Ta..'to, Rt~m·
hurw Toll& x:llc~ l..e:l.-e Pura.·h;t•t: Prnj!r-Jm
Av01alahle.
l·l!()()..~l-4/l-6766.
www.epc.,tr-Jn•pc>n.com .

I>RIVER.'>-Ncw Career Ttxlayl c;el your
COL no,.· plu' 100% hn~ll<.·ln!l and
tuttK>n, rdonhur~cment :~v,ul:~hlc Polen·

twl of $39.~ pt.-r year' C.C.C. C:tll
211·3417 ww...·.cdtno... .com

~·

ORIVERS..Qwnt:r Opcr:uors N.;edl.-d
COL w/llaznut. Good MVR 23 Ye:~rs nf
A!o"' nr Olucr. 1 Yc::~r OTR l'xpcrient.e.
Clll :.<eve: U>n<: Ul AAR-690-lR5U lAND·
STAR RANGER.

$800 per Week Tultkm Rt'lmhui"M.'menr
lkndit• Av:~llablc: Gel $S Wlule TratnmR!
l~3-(ll7J KYS ....-ww.cdlweb.mm

OR!VfRS·Your Track Tt> :iucct•:w~, OTR
Owner Opt:rJton :'lll."Ctk'l.l R3C 1x•r male
Cl3s:< A COl wuh Ha>M<~t ""tuin:d Mu"'
ht: 23 yt::~r.; okL C:lll Tran~d Group: 600·

ORJVER.a:>l Tratn1n11- lt•.tm to run "ith

388-l479 R00-643-001<~.

the 'IiiI! Dogs" in 200 I Ken'IWOttll. Joh
placement :a.''''''cncc:. Earn up to s}I.OOO

plu' hencfit,. 1-Mft..l44-:1{>44.

S1500 Sf8n-On llonu:>!

to

:..n

Jo tod~y!

TRAVEL
'GF.T '11ARRtl'l)" ~\101\"Y MOUNTAIS:>.
Area.' Mo.t &Jutlfut Chapel•. Ordained
1\htUSter... Compldc Arr.ln~t'-"""nb, Hon·
eymoon/F:~mtly C:ihlns, llreathtakan11
Vk...'-. Fin:pi.J,t'3 Weddln~ AlrJOjiC•
ment< I·H()o).A<J5·7Z7·1
RESORT ADVE'RllSERS ..•StU<l<·nt' .II"C:
always ltlOkln~ rnr lun nn<l -ext~tlng
pl:ac"~ to va.-.t ''" the W<.'l.'krnJ.,, 11>1:"1'
woll n .....-<1 ;a pbc-.: to b"tay. so dnn"t miss
out oo the opportunity to ud•-.,n•-< )"t>Ur
hO!d C:dlll70l 762-447!lto pl3c"C 3 d:1."'
~ifte<l ~d tn Tile Murr.~y !;crc r;cwl>!

1.<>01\·U:AR~·ORIVE! Top Gun llrlving
Ac:td,·nw Want5 ~TIIOF.NT Ori\cr~ 2·

Cl>l. Tr.trmn¢ Plau:·m<?nt .1."l"'
<:all' I -HH/l.(H$-l!'\0'\, 57~ I Brur
lllll R•~o~tl, kxtnJ~lCln, Kcrutu-ky

W.:ck

I)RJvt:R..COVENANT TRANsPORT Now
oflcrinj! Per Diem Pay tur fxpc:ri.,nc~-..1
Team,., Solo• and TrJuwrs. 0/0·
Sc:llOS/Te01ms 1!3( . C.1ll I·RAA·MORP.·PAY
0-8814-667-37291

DRIVER-Up

,...11 P hou..,..., llOt::ljiC, m (lfUperty> If><>,
Ll1t:11 alivertCII.' With 'Tile Murray St:tte
l't:w' Cla.o;.•UicJ.-,! C;tll 762-4'1i8 to pl:~ee

l'btbc:d. Comp;tny .t: Owner Opc:r.ttor ,
Cre:~t P:ty Pfu., Bnnw;, ln,t•ran..-.:, 4QIK.
Good Hom~m..- & \<hk~ Call li<~tl
lim<. R00-543-11923.

I>RIVER·Voted 'lle>;t Clrrler to Drive
For• in a n:cem pc>ll, ll.~ . Xprt!"-' oll.,n;
tndustry·l<!:ldinll pay, h111h Wt'Ckly m1b,
grt:"Jt t!<JUlpment :1nd cxt·dlent henef1L<.
11()0..879.7737. www u:sxprl.'.'<"<cum
I)RIVER-We ~ trut.k tlmc:nJ Windy
Hill l5 O()W hlrinR Our tlriY1:r.o ""'-'r.tRC:
$41,1~1 .74 JlCf ye-.1r COL Tr:tlnln!l Av.til·
ahle with SO down: Clll IHOOl ~3-R-49S.
r>RlVERS: NORTH Anl~·nt~lfl Van line<
ha< op<:nlnll• In Houlie.'hold Gtxxl•. Spo:·
<~:~lized Truckload and J'lathed tllccL,.
Minimum of 6 monlhs oitlr cxpcnen..-.:
requlrt'<l. Tf'.IC!Of pura.•h:u.dJt:".l"'-' IW.tal·
ahle. 800-348-2117. Dept 1\Y:.
ORlVERS·ROME EVERY ll'fl'KEI'D , Nn
NYC. Company: Sun up to .j6< J male,
Superior lnsur:ln«"' .3 nd 1\en•·rar.. Owner
Operotor: .83¢/mllc, fuel 'un·h:~fJ!.:. Pald

1:mw!

NO P.XI'I·:HIFNCf. NEt;DEI>. S}t,(KlO l·tN
CDL an l'i D~)·:.l Gr.t<lUJ.tc
Employ..'d. HOld, Tt:~n'J)I>IUlion, M~aL•.
1).0 T, PhyoK.':II Included 1()(116 Tutuon
l'in:mclng & Rdmbt.!f..<rnt:m 800-~50481R nt \\WW.u.Jirr.tlnin~t-COin
Yc•lfi'Olt."flt~ll1

T & T r>miC.,Tf.l> CARRIF.ll' 0'1\'NF.R
OPERATORS NF.CDF.I> H<>mc Wt'Ck•:n<L'
~n lurn·d dbpatt:h 1\n "''''""•' f'.ud
wc<·~ly Olt.lct tnat·k~ weknonc! HO<\..~J l00112.

TRUCK l>RIVING !\n ~lone)' Dn,.n
Earn up 111 S3S,OOO y<>ur tir.<t )<'"Jr IOOX.
Jnh Pbt·ement A,,L,Uncc Cump~n)·
Tuition Rcunhurscnl<:nt. Clll Toll ftC!<' I·

REAL ESTATE
3+ J<:t"e."o Sl->,')00 FNH!
Beautifully wn<•tl.:d, ~pt.'<'
lJCtJiar Vk."Wlt. dt:et.l<.'l.l J,,....ss to J5.000
~•n: ra:n·~taorul mounrain ukt: an Tcn·
n...,...,.......ne~r U! hole WJit rour.ie! PJ'"'-'1.1
m~<b. uuhuo, perk~'l.l. E.~cellcnt lonanc·
tnJ(. Call now I-800-7CJ.l..j154 ..-~t. 281
lAl\1:. HARGAINI

IIOAT

~EI.I

~liP.

YOliR PROPERTY! On )nU nt'l.'o to

Cnll 75 .:; · 0700

All services free of charge

@l

The Life House

1;3 Information About ALL Choices

l S06
Chestnut Street

~ Caring and Confidential Help

www. LH ouse. org

a hand in it.
Watch Profile:

Shampoo, Cut, & Style
MSU- 10°/o OFF
Mondays and
FULL SERVICE HAIR SALON
WALK-I~S

Other programs
available, especially if yo
volunteer to produce
s taff them. Show
Mondays and Wedne
around 3-5 pm. 8th
Doyle Fine Arts.

ONLY!

Contac : Justin Young, 767-9933
Nttolr <. RodttJut:.
lin ,_.ph• It lif( 1.1kruJ t•l 'In
H~ot 1hat'' bd111'JJ hn "o"'
1\•IW .,\ a Jntr~l! ~J,.,.,

lui. IUQIII
(ull<t (.~

UyoodoniSI"fl""11(<)1t<

r...,. .Jmlnj\ drunk. wlk' wotll
l)f.l

whall''ocr u wkn.

fl«[HDS [)01; l L£l fl!l[Nl)S ORM ORIJNII

j

Classified Rates
25 ¢ per \:vord for th~
fin;t 20 \.VOrcls.
2 0 ¢ eac.:h
additional word.

Bold F ace Type:
$1 per linl.;
Attention getters
'i~n:.~r.r.r S 1

Found Notices are
published at n o
cha rge fo r 2 iss u es.

1177·2~()..29Ql

/Mmt 'Fe P"'"(Jnrmt.:o

~ Free Pregnancy TeSI

Call 762-4478
to place a
classified ad!

.young@murraystate.edu

*

ClassUleds Deadline

~

3 p.m. Wednesday.
Payment due in advance.
CAU 762-4478!
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Nelly:
Performers encourage crowd participation at near sell out
From Page 1
OJ Cut of the St. Lunatics. From
behind his turntables, OJ Cut said
his hellos to everyone at the concert, giving special welcomes to
various people.
"I wanna give a shout out to the
photographers down at the front of
the stage," OJ Cut said.
He then proceeded to introduce
the members of the St. Lunatics as
they took the stage. Nelly finally

took the stage after the last member
had been introduced.
Nelly exploded onto the scene
with his single ''#I ," and the energy
did not subside until the very end.
Throughout his perfonnance, Nelly
kept the audience guessing with constant surprises.
After one of his songs, Nelly
remarked to the audience that it was
his first time in this area.

..Since we've never been around
here before, we need some people to

show us around," be said.
Nelly and the St. Lunatics then proceeded to bring up 14 people from the
crowd to "show them around town."
They all ended up staying on stage
and dancing with the group during a
song.
During the song "Ride Wit Me,'' the
St Lunatics and Nelly tossed large

handfuls of $100 bills into the air.
Despite being fake "Nelly-Money,"
the biUs looked realistic as they fluttered in the darkness above the crowd
that eagerly snatched at them.
Another unique part of the concert
was when Nelly inlroduced DJ Cut to
the audience. OJ Cut proceeded to
spin a mix of popular hip-hop songs
including "Gin & Juice" and "Holla
Baclc."

Nelly sang "E.l." as his second-tolast song, sang one more song. then
said his goodbyes.
"Yo Kentucky, we out. Peace,"
Nelly said as he left the stage.
Hansen said everything with the
crowd went smoothly, except for a
few people who passed out.
Vocalist Wik from CORE PROjEer said he enjoyed playing in Murray and would like to come back

again.
"It was a great crowd; they had

great energy," Wik said. "Murray people are so open-minded accepting a
live band playing hip-hop."
Ticket sales for the concert totaled
6,667, Hansen said.
"Overall, the concert was a success," Hansen said. "NeUy and the St.
Lunatics were the nicest group we've
worked with so far."

DMT

e wen jfoob :fflarktt. 3Jnc .

Furnit=ure
New $:

1407 W. Main St. • Murray, KY
- - - - - - 753-4682 - - - - - -

944 !i. 1i!th. !it.
7&7-9100
Murray·
Fax: 7&7-00i!O
&omez

Murray Sewing Center

NIEON BIE&€H

-~~Is Sewing Machine &Vacuum "":;.::~

SING E"

•

- ..~...

Sales &Serv1ce

0

.

7 Year warramy on selected Oreck models for a
limited time only
~Aat.bkr•

''Your One Stop Sewing Center"

942·A S. 12th St.
Bei·Air ShoppinR Center

Mumy, KY 42071
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(Z70) 753-5323

Used

!MsiL Stwfents
Hours

Mon. ·Thurs.
8 a.m.-10 p.m.
fti.. Sat.
8 a.m.· 9 P.M.

I0% diStOUnt off tannlne Pac:kafts.
lotions, and swtmwear with MSU 1.0.

Mexican Food,
Deli sandYiiches,
BBQ &. Full Bar

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

Wed.-Sat. 11 a.m.-12 a.m.
Open sunday 11 a.m.-a p.m.

753-3333

Corner of 1Oth & Arcadia· 759-8866

"••d • fast luacb? crry u al
~

Spring Gifts & New Scrapbook Supplies ArrMng Dally
*Glass Beads *Quilted Keepers Bags
*Glass Bunnies *Journals and Much, Much More
Come check out all these new goodies.
416 Main St.

Peel &: Eat Shrimp
Seafood Gumbo

753-0859

Private Dining Room Available · 759-8866

Finally, By
Popular Demand • • •
Murray Place

Features Include...
• 2 bedroom I 2 bathroom
• Individual leases
• SHimming pool
• 4 bedroom I 4 bathroom
• Minutes from campus
• Lighted tennis court
• Private bath in each bedroom
• High speed Internet
• Clubhouse with pool table, foosball. ping pong, stereo, TV
• Full y furnished or unfurnished
• Fitness center
• FREE cable with HBO
• washer & dryer i n each apt.

